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THE DODGE-LEAVENWORTH EXPEDITION 

CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND 

Removal of the Ea.stern Indians to a permanent home beyond the 

Mississippi River was not a new idea in 1830 when Congress voted to make 

it the official policy of the United States. During his administration 

Thomas Jefferson had suggested removal as the only workable solution to 

the continuing friction between Indians and white settlers, and succeed

ing presidents pursued the policy with varying degrees of emphasis and 

success. By the la~e 1820's settlers along the southern and western 

frontiers occupied most of the available lands and had begun to encroach 

upon the territory of the Indians. The time had passed for a slow and 

deliberate relocation of the Indians; the people of the frontier states 

demanded actiono 

Congress responded by passing the Indian Removal Bill which 

provided the authority and maehine:ey for relocating the .tribes beyond 

the ninty-fifth meridian. Th:\.s · temporarily reduced Indian-settler ten

sions, but it created new problems farther west. The land set aside for 

the Easter~ tribes was already occupied by the Osages, Comanches, Kiowas 

and Wichitas who were unwilling, or at least reluctant, to accept the 

immigrant tribes. Their disapproval was expressed in bloody Cherokee-

1 
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Osage skirmishes soon after Cherokee bands arrived in the West.1

Removal could not be accomplished so long as there was the

threat of bloodshed; thus in 1824 army units from Fort Smith moved to 

the mouth of Grand River, established Fort Gibson and attempted to main-

t . 
2 

ain peace. Osages and other local tribes ignored the troops and con-

tinued their raids on immigrant Indians. In 1832 Secretary of War Lewis 

Cass admitted the inadequacy of the frontier peace-keeping force at Fort 

Gibson when he wrote, "Our permanent military post,, garrisoned py' in .. ,· 

fantry, exert a moral influence over the Indians, and protect important 

and exposed positions. But to overtake and chastise marauding parties 

and, in fact, to carry on any serious operations against an Indian foe 

in the level regions of the west, horsemen are indispensibly neeessary."3

He recommended to President Andrew Jackson that a regiment of dragoons 

be organized in the belief that such a force would be capable of meeting 

the Plains Indian on his own terms. 

The creation and first campaign of this dragoon regiment is one 

of the most dramatic events in the history of the •arly Southwest. To 

place the story in its proper context, it is necessary to examine the

situation on this frontier in the early 1830 1 s and then to review the

major happenings which prompted the War Department to order the dragoons 

to Fort Gibson. 

After 1830 increasing numbers of immigrant Indians settlecl in 

" • I • 0 . � ' • 1, .! ,.,... 

1 
. . . . . ': _·: __ .·. , .. ,.· ·. -: : '. 

Grant Foreman, Indians ·and.Pioneers: Ia!, Story .2f. � American 
Southwest Befor� 1830 (Norman, 193b), 45.

2william Brown Morrison, Military Posts !:ru! Camps !!l Oklahoma 
(Oklahoma City, 1936), 29. 

3American State Papers, Military Affairs, V, 18.
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Indian Territory. Soldiers at Fort Gibson attempted to impose re• 

straints upon the native Indians. Traders and missionaries tried to 

sell them both the material and spiritual trappings of civilization. 

The result was predictable--hostility. 

The immigrant Indians first encountered the Osages, themselves 

fairly recent arrivals. In 1802 about half the Osages had moved from 

their home in western Missouri to the Verdigris and Grand rivers. Al-

though they had owned horses since about 1682 and were accomplished 

riders, they preferred to venture onto the plains on foot. 4 All other 

things being equal, this would have given the mounted Plains Indian a 

decisive advantage over the pedestrian Osage. But all things were not 

equal. The· Osages we-re regarded as---almos-t su~r-human by their enemies 

and their f-eats of prowess seemed to jus-tify this evaluation. Many 

Osage warriors stood over six feet tall and tower-ed above the braves of 

other tribes. One observer claimed an Osage could cross sixty miles of 

dry prairie almost as quickly as a man on horseback and then fight like 

the very devil.5 

The Caddoes who occupied the territory into which the Osages 

moved in 1802 were no match for these giants. Within four years the 

Osages had firmly established themselves in their new home, and in less 

time their restless, bellicose nature had inflamed the entire area. 

Josiah Gregg had contact with the Osages and described them as "unsur-

passed in simple rogueries" and noted that they placed the highest values 

4John Joseph Mathews, The Osages: Children .2f. .!:h!, Middle Waters 
(Norman, 1961), 126. 

5G:rant Foreman, Advancing the Frontier, 1830-1860 (Normap, 
1933) • • ll9. 

r ___ _ 
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on "Expertness a.t stealing." 
6 

A few yea.rs a.fter the Osages' arrival, Choctaws, Creeks and 

other F.a.stern tribes began moving onto their Indian Territory lands. 

The better organization and arms of the civilized tribes and the pro-

tection from white soldiers offset the Osages' physical advantages, but 

could not prevent a series of small-scale conflicts t~at kept the Indian 

Territory in a state of upheaval for years. No amount of persuasion, 

bribing or force seemed to be effective in altering the Osag.es' charac-

tar. Gregg connnented that the habits "of the Osage do not appear to 

have undergone any material change, not withstanding the exertions of 

the government and the missionaries to civilize and christianize them."7 

By 1837 Commissioner of Indian Affairs C.A. Harris reported to the Sec-
.. 

retary of War, Joel R. Poinsett, that the "Osage are the same wild pre-

· 8 
datory beings a.sever." 

The Osages, alone of all the Woodlands Indians, seem~ to have 

resisted the tendency to adopt the white man's ways.9 While many F.astern 

Indians enhanced their wardrobes with hats, frock coats and colorful rib-

bons which they improved by the addition of feathers and paint, the 

Osages rejected most changes in their clothing. Washington Irving de-

scribed them as having a "fine Roman countenance," wrapped toga fashion 

in blanket and with a bristling ridge of hair which resembled the crest 

6 . . 
Josiah Gregg, Commerce !f. !:h.! Prairies, &iited by Max L. 

Moorhead (Norman, cl9.54), 428. 
7 .. 
ills!·· 429. 

8connnissicmer of Indian Affairs, Annual Report, 1837. 

9George Catlin, Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs and 
Condition!!:,!:!:!!, North .American :riidians (4t~ed.; Lendon, 1844), II, 41. 
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10 of a helmet. Leggings and moccasins completed the apparel of the 

warriGr. 

To the west of the Osages, a thirty ... mile-wide strip of scrub 

oak, cottonwood, and dense undergrowth calleci the Cross Timbers marked 

the boundary of the domai~ of the Plains Indians. The Cross Timbers 

had screened these tribes from the first thrusts of civilization, but 

as traders and other tribes pressed upon them, their role in frontier 

affairs became more important. 

The foremost of the Plains tribes were the Comanches, frequently 

cempared to the Arabs in horsemanship and military skill. By 1830 bands 

of Comanches, scattered frem Texas te the Kansas berder, constituted a 

major threat to the floiµ-ishing Santa Fe trade and to peaceful settle-

ment ef the :Eastern Indians. George Catlin, pioneer .American Indian 

artist, described the Comanches as low in stature, "often approaching 

cerpulency •••• heavy and ungraeefUl; and on their feet one of the most 

unattractive and slovenly-loo~ing races of Indians that I have ever seent 

but the moment they mount -their hctrses, they seem at once metamorphosed, 

and surprise the spectator with the ease and elegance of their meve-

11 ments." 

Almost as war like as the Comanches were the Kiowas. Like the 

C~~ches, they.were G>riginally mountain Indians who had moved onte the 

plains about -1700 and eventually. occupied most of western Oklahoma. 12 

· 10washington !rVing, ! Tour on the Prairies, &iited by Jehn 
Francis McDel"lllott (Norman, cl95~r;-2°1~22. 

(Norman, 

11cat~n, North .American Indians, II, 6q. 
12Muriel ft; Wright, ! Guide .!:! the Indian Tribes !! Oklahoma 
1951), 169-71. 
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Catlin pictured them as 

a much finer looking race of men, than either the Comanchees or 
Pawnees--all tall and erect, with an easy and graceful gait--with 
long hair, cultivated oftentimes so as to reach nearly to the 
ground. They have generally the fine and Roman outline of head, 
that is so frequently found at the north,--and decidedly1~stinct 
from that of the Comanchees and Pawnee Picts Wichitas • 

The Comanches and Kiowas were primarily nCl>Dl8.dic buffalo hunt

ing people who relied Qn their sedentary ally, the Wichitas,14 for grain 

and vegetables. The Wichitas were longtime residents of the Southwest. 

Coronade mentioned either them er a clesely related tribe living on the 

southern plains when he explored the region in 1.541. Bernard de la Harpe, 

an early French explorer, definitely placed them in the Arkansas valley 

as early as 1719. In contrast te the tipi-dwelling Plains tribes, the 

Wichitas built permanent villages _of dome-shaped houses made with 
.. 

thatched prairie grass. They cultivated extensive fields ef tobacco, 

pumpkins, melons, squa.sh, beans and corn. For meat they relied en their 

ewn hunters or trade with neighboring tribes. · 

Up to 1830 the United States government had made no official 

eentaet with these loesely allied Plains tribes. But c•mplaints from 

the recently arrived civilized tribes concerning their incursions and 

reports of their raids on Santa Fe traders made it clear government 

action could not be delayed long. 

By 1831 the . situation in the southern portion of the Indian 

13catlin, North American Indians~ II, 74. 

14The term Wichitas was first formally applied to this tribe 
at the conf erenee at Camp Holnies in 1835 and did not come into general 
usage until the late ninteenth century. Before this, the tribe was 
known variously as the Pawnee, Pawnee Pict, Tavehash, Taovayas and 
Toya.sh. 
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Territory had deteriorated to the point that Creeks sought the assistance 

of the federal government. In a memorial dated October 29, 1831, they 

characterized the native Indians as wild, ndependent altogether upon the 

chase for support," and war loving. The memorial pointed out that the 

Creeks' objective was "to cultivate the land, to support our families by 

our industry, . and to preserve peace not only with our white, but also 

with our red brothers." These objectives, it continued, could not be 

realized because of "depredations from small bands of those Indians 

(Comanche) who live on our southern and western frontiers." The Creeks 

requested that a commission be appointed "with the power of m.aldng se-

lection of deputations from different tribes west of the Mississippi, 

to hold a general council with the view of making such arrangements as 
I 

that peace may hereafter be preserv-ed amongst the different tribes. 1115 

The memorial was directed to the Department of War, then charged with 

the administration of Indian affairs. 

Secretary of War Lewis Cass forwarded the memorial to ;the 

President whe referred it to Congress with a recommendati<>n that the 

requested commission be established. On July 14, 1832, ' Congress author-

ized the creation of a three-member commission to examine the territory 

reserved for the immigrating Indians, settle boundar,V controversies, 

pacify .thenative tribes and recammend improvements ,in processing immi

grant Indians. 16 Before the commission could assemble, it became neces-

sa-ry for the United States to confront the Plains Indians. with a show of 

l5Joseph B. Thoburn and M;uriel H. Wright, Oklahoma: !. History 
of!. State and Its People (4 Vols.; New York, 1929), II, 790. 

16
Foreman, Pioneer Days in the Early Southwest, 86. 
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force deep in their own territory. 

The collapse of Spanish authority in Mexico was accom~ed by 

a relaxation of the restrictive trade policy which had barred importa-

tion of foreign goods. .American traders were quick to recognize the 

opportinrl.ties for great profit from trade with New Mexicans, lo~ 

starved for manufactured products. After 1822 a flourishing trade de-

veloped between the western Missouri settlements and Santa Fe. Several 

routes were used by the traders, but all crossed the hunting grounds of 

the Plains Indians. After a few years of experience the traders adopted 

the relatively safe convoy system, but the reports of attacks against 

small, vulnerable parties caused the public to demand better protection. 

Two widely publicized incidents in the Plains Indian country focused 

national attention on this problem. 

The first involved Jedediah Strong Smith who, at thirty-two, 

was almost a legend. In his eight years with the Rocky Mountain Fur 

Company, he ~ended its activiti·es to California and opened two routes 

to the Pacific Coast. In 18Jl Smith had decided to settle down to farm 
. - . . 

life in Ohio, but he could not resist one last western excursion. When 

his brothers outfitted several wagons for the Santa Fe trade, Smith 

postponed his plans to take up farming and agreed to accompany them on 

the first leg of the trip.17 

The journey went smoothly until the Arkansas River was crossed. 

Beyond it lay the Cimarron Desert, a sixty--mile-wide arid strip, criss

crossed by buffalo trails.· Without a guide and with only the vaguest 

17Maurice s. Sullivan, Jedediah Smith: Trader ~ Trail 
Breaker (New York, 1936), 210-12. 
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conception of the rou~e, the party set a southwesterly course. After 

three days, lack of water forced Smith to move ahead in search of the 

Cimarron River. 18 That was May 27, 1831. The next day the wagon train 

reached the Cimarron without word from Smith. Later they were informed 

19 
that he had been slain by a Comanche band near the river. 

Several months later one of Smith's brothers described the in-

cident in a letter to another member of the family. 

He saw the Indians before they 8--ttacked him, but supposed there was 
no possible chance of an escape. _ He therefore went boldly up with 
the hope of making _peace with them, but he found that (his) only 
chance was defense. He killed the head chief. I do suppose that 
they rushed upon him like so many bloo~aunds. The Spaniards say 
the Indians numbered fifteen to twenty. 

The second event to focus national attention on the Plains In-

dians occurred in 1833 when a group ~f twelve traders returning from 

Santa Fe by way of the Canadian River valley encountered a band of Kiowas 

in Mexican territory about 150 miles west of the one hundredth meridian. 

The Americans, who had about $10,000 in specie, attempted to avoid con-

flict, but when one member of the party ventured out to retrieve some 

mules, the Indians launched their attack. Two traders were killed and 

another wounded, but for thirty-six holl!'s the survivors held the Kiowas 

at bay. With the situation hopeless, the party decided te attempt an 

escape under the ce~er of darkness. _ After filling their pockets with 

all the silver dollars they could carry, the tragers buried the re-

mainder of their money and crept through the Indian: .. : positions on foot. 

18Ib"d . 215 --1:...·. • 
. ' 

19Gregg, Commerce of ~ Prairies, 66. 
20 . 

Austin Smith, Walnut Creek on the Arkansas, 300 miles from 
., '.'~.~~, .. ) . 

r. 
~- . 

• • 1· •• : • ,· 

··. · · __ :· .. ~frt . .. 
.. ~ : •• y. .• .. ~ 4.J.1. .. ... ' . ·.'CJ :;:r.:.-'"]." ~3 } 

•· \ ~. . : .. ; ~ ·· ;l .. . - . 
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With hundreds of miles separating them from the nearest friendly out-

post and in the dead of winter, they struggled to keep alive. After 

forty-two days, five of them were found by Creek Indians near the Arkan

sas River and eventually two others arrived in the settl-ements. 21 

The Kiowa version of the episode told that after the flight of 

the traders, the attackers found a few coins among the property left 

behind. The Kiowas, who did not know the function of money, pounded the 

silver dollars into ornaments. On the way back to their village they 

encountered a band of Comanches who explained the usefulness of these 

coins. They returned to the scene of the attack and unearthed the thou-

sands of dollars the Americans had been forced to abandon. Mexican tra-

22 
ders later confirmed that they had seen Indians spending 1?ilver dollars. 

News of these and other raids on Santa. Fe traders wa.s widely re-

ported in the press and soon produced a reaction in Washington. Lewis 

Ca.ss, in the annual report of the War Department in 1834, informed the 

President that Kiowa. a.nd Comanche ''wa.r parties have annoyed our citizens 

in their intercourse with the Mexican States and have rendered the com

munication uith thafil difficu,lt and haza.rdous~ 1123 The Superintendent 

of Indian Affairs reported that the Plains tribes had "no idea whatever 

of the power of the United States, a.nd unless some mode should be 

settlements, letter, September 24, 1831, to one of. his brothers, quoted 
in Sulli va.n, _Jedediah Smith: Trader !!E. Trail Breaker, 226-27. 

2~iles Weekl.y Register (Baltimore), 23 March 1833, p. 51, a.nd 
Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies, 253-56. 

22James Mooney, Calendar History of the Kiowa Indians, in Bureau 
of ~e~i~!!A ~ology, Annual Report for 1895:§b (Washington, 1898), 255. 

23u.s. Senate, Executive Document, 22d Congress, 1st Session, 
No. 90, 8. 
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speedily adopted to inform them • • • injury to hundreds of our citizens 

will be felt." He also pointed out that if these tribes continued har-

rassing Santa Fe traders, the immigrant tribes would lose respect for 

.American authority. 24 Even before the Superintenc;lent recommended "in-

forming" the Indians of American power, the commission established in 

response to the Creek memorial had convened at Fort Gibson for that very 

purpose. 

After receiving Congressional authorization to establish an 

Indian commission, Lewis Cass dispatched letters of instruction to sev-

eral prospective members. These letters directed the commissioners to 

adjust existing difficulties between the tribes and recommended loca-

tions for tribes yet to immigrate. They were to secure the promise of 

the Osages to move to a reservation established for them in south central 

Kansas by the treaty of 1825. Finally, the commissioners were to estab-

lish a permanent peace among the Plains tribes. For this purpose the 

Secretary of War directed several companies of mounted rangers to pro

ceed to Fort Gibson to assist them in the execution of their duties. 25 

Montfort Stokes, governor of _North Carolina, accepted the 

chairmanship of the commission. Stokes was seventy years old at the time 

of his appointment but still vigorous and alert. Althoug~ his major 

qualification for the position was political support of President Jack-

26 son, he addressed his assignment with determination. Despite constant 

24commissioner of Indian Affairs, Annual Report, 1834. 

25American State Papers, Military Affairs• V, 26-27. 

2
6william Omer Foster, "The Career of Montfort Stokes in Okla

homa," Chronicles of Oklahoma, XVIII (March, 194-0), 36. 

!:-----------------~ 
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rumors about his failing health, he accompanied several expeditions into 

the Indian country .and soon beeame personally acquainted with the tribes 

and their problems. 27 other connnissioners were Henry L. Ellsworth, a 

Hartford, Connecticut, businessman, and the Reverend John F. Sch~rmer-

horn of Utica, New York, a persistent applicant for appointment to the 

commission; Colonel s.c. Stambaugh, editor of a Harrisburg, Pennsyl-

vania, newspaper, was appointed commission secretary. 

Ellsworth was the first to begin his journey to Fort Gibson. 

He departed from Hartford on August 20, 1832. En route he met Washing-

ton Irving, Joseph Latrobe and the Count de Portales, who were on a 

sightseeing tour of the West. Latrobe, an Englishman, and Portales, 

a Swiss, had become acquainted with Irving during their voyage from 

Europe. Both were financially independent and seeking adventure through 

trave1. 28 When Ellsworth invited them to accompany him to Fort Gibson, 

they were unable to resist the opportunity "of seeing the remnants of 

those Great Indian Tribes. • • • the pristine wilderness, and herds of 

buffaloes scouring their native prairies, before they are driven beyond 

reach of a civilized tourist. 1129 They traveled down the Ohio to St. 

Louis, and then overland to Fort Gibson by horse.JO Upon reaching Fort 

Gibson, Ellsworth found that his fellow commissioners had not yet 

27wiiliam H. Ghent, ''Montfo?'t Stokes" in Dictionary of American 
Biograph.y, ed. Dumas Ma.lone, 22 Vols.; (New York, 1946), XVIII;' 67-68. 

28charles Joseph Latrobe, .Ih!!, Rambler!!! Oklahoma: Latrobe's 
~with Washington Irving, F.dited by Muriel H. -Wright and George Ho 
Shirk (Oklahoma City and Chattanooga, 1955), vii-x. 

29Irving, A ~ 2!!. the Prairies, xvii. 

30 ' 
Ellsworth continued to Independence, Mo., by boat. 
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arrived and that Colonel Matthew Arbuokle, the post oommander, had just 

dispatched a ranger troop west to contact the Plains tribes and invite 

Jl 
them to send representatives to a council at Fort Gibson. 

The Rangers, a battalion of six companies commanded by Major 

Henry Dodge, had been created in 1832 to serve in the Black Hawk War. 

The companies were to be manned by volunteers who were recruited fQr one 

year and were to provide their own arms, horses and uniforms. Each 

company was composed of four officers, fourteen non-conmissioned offi-

cers and one hundred privates. Most of the Rangers were backwoodsmen, 

many of whom regarded their enlistment as an opportunity to _spend a year 

of adventure away from the farm. Aside from Major Dodge, the only ex-

perienced officers in the battalion were Captain Nathan Boone from Mis

souri and Captain Jesse Bean from Tennessee.32 The training, discipline 

and efficiency of the Rangers were somewhat less than that of regular 

troops, but they suffered no shortage of esprit.33 

Five of the com}>4nies were ordered to Fort Armstrong at Rock 

Island, Illinois, the base of operations against Black Hawk's Sac and 

Fox warriors. The sixth company under Captain Bean was instructed to 

report to Fort Gibson in Indian Territory. It arrived on September 14, 

1832, and after several weeks of training was dispatched into the Indian 

country. 

3lotis E. Young, "The United States Mounted Ranger Battalion, 
1832-33," Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XLI (December, 19.54), 
465. . 

32All three had served under General Jackson in 1815 at New 
Orleans. 

33Ibid., 455-57. 
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The troops departed on October 6, just two days before the 

arrival of the Ellsworth party. Ellsworth decided that he could best 

familiarize himself with the Indians' problems by accompanying Bean's 

force into the interior. Arbuckle dispatched an express with orders 

for Captain Bean to wait for Ellsworth to join him.34 

In the meantime, Ellsworth invited his traveling companions to 

accompany him on the expedition. On October 10, 1832, the party left 

Fort Gibson accompanied by a Ranger officer and fourteen men; within 

four days they caught up with Captain Bean's troop, which then resumed 

its march up the Arkansas River. Ellsworth, Irving and Latrobe kept 

journals during the march and agreed that the Rangers acted more like 

they were on an unorganized hunting trip than a military expedition to 

overawe the Indians. Latrobe connnented that "neither the officers, nor 

men were considered to belong to any regular class of regular troops; 

and that neither one nor the other had arry great idea of military dis

cipline. n35 

Irving observed that the Rangers were "a raw, undisciplined 

band •••• without a tradition of military service, wi~~?ut training, 
. 36 

without uniforms or commissary, without consciousness of rank." In-

sofar as ability to accomplish their mission was concerned Ellsworth 

4 3 Henry L. Ellsworth, Fort Gibson, letter, 5 December 1832, to 
Benjamin Stillman, quoted in "A Journey Through Oklahoma. in 1832: A 
Letter from Henry L. Ellsworth to Professor Benjamin Stillman," Edited 
by Sta.nley :T. Williams and Barbara. D. Simison, Mississippi Valley fil:.!
torical Review, XXIX (December, 1942), 389. 

35La.trobe, ~ Rambler !!! Oklahoma., 45. 

361 • A T th Pr . ' . rving, _ ~ .Q!!. ~ airies, xxi. 

~,~~------~-----~ 
I ~~~~~~-'--~~.~ 
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said, "the Rangers strike no awe."37 Nor did they have an opportunity 

to do so, for Bean, who was able to penetrate only as far as the eastern 

limits of present Oklahoma City, encountered no Plains tribes and thus 

failed in his mission to invite them to a council with the Stokes Com-

mission. He had been obliged because of the condition of his horses to 

return by the most direct route to Fort Gibson.38 They arrived in early 

November and built winter quarters at Camp Jackson, six miles up the 

Grand. In view of the performance of the Rangers in the field, perhaps 

it was best that they did not encounter a hostile foree.39 

Prior to the departure of the Bean expedition, Major Dodge had 

ordered Boone and Captain Lemuel Ford to proceed to Fort Gibson. They 

arrived on November 22, and established winter quarters at Ca.mp Ar-

buckle, a mile and a half below Fort Gibson o~ the opposite side of the 

40 Grand. With the return of warm weather, Colonel Arbuckle mapped a 

campaign to demonstrate the military might of the United States to the 

Plains Indians. Such a display, it was hoped, would make them receptive 

to proposals for a conference at Fort Gibson with the Stokes Commission. 

The commissioners hoped to persuade the Plains tribes to let :Eastern 

37 Henry L. Ellsworth, Washington Irving on ~ Prairies: A - -
Narrative .Q! ~~!!.~Southwest in~~ 1832, Jfdited by Stan
ley T. Williams and Barbara D. Simison (New York, 1937), 24-25, quoted . 
in Young, "The United States Mounted Ranger Battalion, 1832-1833," 466. 

38rnsworth, Washington Irving 2!!. ~ Prairies, 101, quoted in 
Latrobe, The Rambler in Oklahoma, 62. - - ......,. ______ __ 

39Young, "The United States Mounted Ranger .Battalion, 1832-
1833," 467. 

467-68. 
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Indians migrate in peace. 

16 

On May 6, 1833, .Arbuckle directed two companies of the Seventh 

In:f'antry and three troops of the Ranger Batta.lion under Colonel James B. 

Many to advance into the country between :the N~rth Fork of the Canadian 

and the Red River, territory into which American soldiers had never 

ventured. The force crossed the Arkansas River May 7 and proceeded with-

out incident to the Red River between the Washita and Blue. There .on 

June 2, an Indian band, possibly Wichi~s, seized a member of Captain 

Boone's company, Private George B. Abbay. The entire force pursued the 

Indians to the eastern slopes of the Wichita Mountains where lack of 

food, fatigue and illness forced Colonel Many to abandon the chase and 

42 
return to Fort Gibson. 

The expedition of 1833 was an even greater failure than that 

of the year bef o~e. Captain Bean's Rangers did not make contact with 

Plains Indians, .but at least they returned intagt. Colonel Many not 

only failed to mak~ contact with the Plains tribes, but allowed them to 

kidnap one of his men, and then to elude his entire command with appar-

ent ease. 

While the army was trying to impress _ the Plains tribes with a 

show of force in their own country, the Stokes Commission had begun to 

negotiate with immigrating Indians .who lived .near Fort Gibson. After 

Montfort Stokes arrived at Fort Gibson on February 4, 1833, he _ joined 

Commissioners Ellsworth and Schermerhorn in concluding treaties with 

4L · 
~orema.n, Pioneer Qm_ !.!! . ~Early Southwest, 104. 

42!-oung, "The United States Mounted Ranger Battalion, 1832-
1833," 468-69. 
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the Creeks, Cherokees and Seminoles. While the Seminole negotiations 

were under way, the commission began talks with the Osages in an at-

tempt to persuade them to leave the lands recently ceded to the Chero-

kees and Creeks, and move to the reservation in present-day southern 

Kansas assigned to them by the treaty of 1825. The government considered 

the Osage removal essential to the peaceful settlement of ~e civilized 

tribes. 43 After about a month of fruitless discussion in late March, 

the Osages discontinued negotiations. Several bands traveled west for 

the spring buffalo hunts. 44 

The Osages moved onto the prairies each spring in search of 

food and adventure. If their buffalo hunting brought them into conflict 

with other tribes, so much the better; particularly if the other tribes 

had horses. The Plains Indians had acquired a healthy respect for these 

fleet-footed giants from the F.ast. More than one tribe had suffered 

from Osage depredations. During his tour on the prairie, Washington 

Irving observed that the Indian "encampnents are ·always subject to be 

surprised by wandering war parties, • • • to be captured or massacred 

by lurking foes. Mouldering skulls and skeletons, bleaching in some 

dark ravine or near the traces of ahunting camp, mark the scene ot a 

foregone act of blood. 1145 

Barely six mon~hs _ a.fter Irving made this observation, an Osage 

hunting pa~ty proved him correct. This party followed the Washita west

ward into Kiowa country. The Kiowas, who were grazing their horses near 

43Foreman, P:1:-oneer Days in !:h!, F.a.r]y Southwest, 207. 

44Ibid., 211-12. 

45Irving, A Tour Sfil !:h!, Prairies, ll. 
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the mouth of Rainy Mountain Creek on the Washita River near present 

MO'l.mtain View, learned that Osages were nearby when 1;.hey found the 

shaft of an Osage arrow buried in the sho,µder of a buffalo. Since 

most of the warriors were on a raid against the Utes, the band was al-

most defenseless. Hasty earthen fortificati.ons were constructed and 

the Kiowas prepared to defend against attack • . For_ several days no 

further Osage signs were observed, and the Kiowas broke into smaller 

groups and moved away from the .Washita valley. One band drifted south 

down Sugar Creek, a tributary of Rainy Mountain Cre~k, and crossed 

through a narrow pass to Glen Creek in the Red River drainage system. 

On the headwaters of the spring-fed stream, the band established camp, 

pastured their ponies and waited for the return of their warriors. 

Apparently confident that the Osage danger had passed, they posted no 

sentries and tQok no pre~aut~ons against a surprise attack. Early one 

morning while most of the camp slept, a young boy went out to tend to 

his horses and discovered an Osage war party lurking within a few bun-

dred feet of camp. Sighting them, the boy rushed back screaming the 

warning. Old men, women and children fled to the rocky slopes on either 

side of the camp, but for many the warning c~e too late. The Osages 

attacked with savage fury, not bothering to take scalps from their vie-

tims. Rather, they decapitated them and placed their heads in brass 

46 
buckets, which they arranged .haphazardly .throughout the camp. 

46There are several accounts of the massacre of the Kiowas at 
Cut Throat Gap, all in substantial agreement. Since most of the versions 
were obtained from survivors or persons who heard tl!e story second-hand 
years after the massa~re, most differ to some extent on exact details. 
Captain w.s. Nye, Carbine and Lance: Ih!?. Story of Old ~ Sill (Norman, 
1937), 6-7, relates an account based largely on oral testimony. James 
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Colonel A.P. Chouteau, influential white trader amo~g the Osages, 

47 estimated Kiowa losses at 150. A few survivors managed to reach 

another band of Kiowas who alerted all other tribes in the area. The 

Kiowas, Comanches and Wiehitas eventually organized their defenses, but 

the Osages were long since safely beyond their reach, with about 400 

captured horses and a portion of the silver dollars the Kiowas had stolen 

from the Santa Fe traders. The Osages took only two prisoners, a brother 

and sister of about ten and fifteen. But to the Kiowas, more important 

than the loss of life was the loss of their taime, a sacred medicine 

doll. Without it, the tribe could not conduct the sun dance held each 

year in the spring or early summer and considered essential to the regen

eration of tribal life.48 

News of this massacre, the incidents on the Santa Fe Trail and 

other reports of f~ontier violence made it apparent to the War Depart-

ment and members of the Stokes Commission that only a powerful military 

force penetrating deep into the Plains Indian territory could establish 

order. This conclusion was reinforced in the spring of 1834 when Plains 

Indians moved through the Cross Timbers and murdered an Arkansas judge, 

Gabriel M. Martin, and his Negro slave, and kidnapped his eight-year-old 

son.49 The War Department was no longer willing to entrust the 

Mooney, Calendar History .2f. the -Kiowa Indiaris, 257-59, contains an 
account of the event based on his archeological research and an inter
view with a survivor. 

47Foreman, Advancing ~ Frontier, 1830-60, 118. 

48Foreman, Pioneer Days in the F.a.rly Southwest, 119. 

49catlin, North American Indians, II, 47. 
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prestige of the United States to undisciplined Rangers. Therefore, 

before the summer campaign of 1834, a. new elite force wa.s organized 

by a.n Act of Congress a.nd ordered to replace the Rangers at Fort Gib

son. The First Dragoon Regiment was to be the best manned a.nd best 

equipped unit in the .American Arrrry. 

,..~~~------------.., 
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CHAPTER II 

FIRST DRAGOON REGIMENT 

The long struggle between the Thirteen Colonies and Great Bri

tain left America with a distrust of standing armies. Thomas Jefferson 

expressed this sentiment when he said, "Naval forces can never undermine 

our liberties nor occasion bloodshed; a land force can do both."1 Of 

all the components of standing armies, the cavalry was the most suspect. 

European history contained numerous examples of mounted .. troops enforcing 

unpopular decrees and crushing popular uprisings. In view of this feel-

ing, it is not surprising that the United States cavalry should have 

been severely reduced after the American Revolution and eliminated en-

2 
tirely after the War of 1812. 

As American settlements expanded to the edge of the Great Plains 

the slow-moving infantry became less effective in policing the frontier. 

Plains Indians were mounted; their speed and mobility were more than a 

match for the American infantry. This was clearly demonstrated in 1829 

when four infantry companies, commanded by Major Bennet Riley, escorted 

the Santa Fe traders into Plains Indian country. Based upon his 

~letcher Pratt, The Nay:y: A History (Garden City, 1941), 113-14. 

2Albert G. Brackett, History .2f. !h! United States Caval!f from 
the Formation of the Federal Government to the 1st of June, 1863 New 
Turk, 1865), 33. - - - - - -
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experiences during this convoy duty, Riley recommended that a mounted 

force be commissioned to serve in the Great Plains.3 By 1832 Indian 

depredations compelled Congress to organize a military force that could 

meet mounted braves on their own terms. The battalion of mounted ran-

gers authorized on June 15, 1832, was that force. The performance of 

this battalion, discussed in the preceding chapter, proved that cavalry 

could be effective, but the ranger organization and discipline needed 

complete overhauling. 4 

Secretary of War Lewis Cass recognized the need for a cavalry 

unit as an integral part of the army. In his 1832 annual report to the 

President, Cass called the ranger organization "little superior to that 

of ordinary militia" and pointed out that the rangers wer.e more costly 

to maintain than regular units because they were enlisted for only one 

year. His solution to the problem was the "conversion of the corps of 

rangers into a regiment of dragoons."5 Congress responded in March of 

1833 by authorizing a dragoo~ regiment of ten companies, each composed 

of three officers and seventy-t~o enlisted men. Section III of the bill 

stipulated the regiment was to be subject to mounted or infantry service 

at the discretion of the President and it was subject to the same regu-

1 ti ni th •t 6 a ons gover ng o er army uni s. 

3otis E. You,ng, !h,! First Military Escort .2!1 the Santa ~ 
Trail 1829 : (Glendale, Calif., 1952), 174. 

4 Grant Foreman, Pioneer Days in !:!:!.! Early Southwest (Cleveland, 
1926), 108. 

5American State Papers, Military Affairs, V, 18-19. 

6Act for the More Perfect Defense of the Frontier, in U.S. 
Statutes at Large, IV, b52. - -
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Secretary of War Cass desired to instill the discipline of a 

regular army unit in the dragoons while avoiding the low caliber of men 

who usually enlisted in the regular army. Charles Latrobe, the English

man who had accompanied the rangers on their 1832 expedition, described 

the enlisted corps as the "scum of the population of the older States."7 

To assure high standards, dragoon officers were sent to different states 

to recruit men for their own companies. This precluded sectional bias 

and insured a truly national composition for the dragoons, who were to 

be the elite force of the United States Army. This selection of men by 

their own officers correct~ the tendency of recruiters to enlist less 

desirable personnel to enlarge their recruiting premiums. As a result 

of these practices, the enlisted men of the regiment were a cut above 

the average soldier. Catlin described them as ''young men of respectible 

8 
families, who would act ••• with feeling of pride and hono~." How-

ever, an evil of the recruiting system remained. Army life was pictured 

as exciting and adventurous, filled with travel and danger. Recruiters 

seldom mentioned the monotony of garrison life, the hardships of cam

paigns and the regimentation of military existence.9 

F.qual care was taken in obtaining officer personnel. Henry 

Dodge was commissioned a full colonel and given command of the dragoons; 

7charles Latrobe, ~Rambler.!!!. North America 1832-1833 (New 
York, 1835), I, 230f. quoted in Richard Dalzell Gamble, "Garrison Life 
at Frontier Military Posts, 1830-186011 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 

University of Oklahoma, 1956), 39. 

8 -
George Catlin, Letters !!!!! Notes 2!l ~ Manners, Customs and 

Condition of~ North American Indians (4th ed.; London, 1844), II, 37. 

9charles Augustus Murray, Travels in North Americ8.iduring the 
Years 1834, !.§l2 ~ 1836 ( 2 Vols.; London, 1839), II, 99. 
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his second in command was Lieutenant Colonel Stephen Watts Kearny. 

Dodge recommended that the remainder of the officers be selected ''by 

taking a part • • • from the Regular Army who understand the first prin-

ciples of their profession and uniting them with Ranger officers who 

10 
understand the woods service." By blending the professionalism of 

West Pointers with the frontier experience of the backwoods militia 

officers, a well-balanced cadre for training the recruits was estab-

lished. The caliber of the regiment's officers can be judged best by 

their later accomplishments in the Mexican and Civil wars. Former dra-

goon officers led armies in the conquest of the Southwest and on both 

sides during the Civil War. 11 Only in one area were the officers ill-

prepared; none had cavalry experience. 

Recruits were assembled into groups and sent to the temporary 

headquarters of the regiment at Jefferson Barracks, located on the 

Mississippi, ten miles south of St. Louis. Upon arrival, the true 

nature of military service became clear. The uniforms promised the 

men had not arrived; the drill weapons were obsolete muskets retired 

after the War of 1812; and their duties were not conquering new lands 

and def eating Indian foes, but chopping down trees and building sta-

bles. In their first drill, the recruits were described as looking 

12 
like "Jack Falstaff's ragged regiment." Morale, which was high in 

10 Louis Pelzer, Henry Dodge {Iowa City, 1911), 81. 

11Jefferson Davis, Stephen W. Kearny and David Hu.nter played 
key roles in the Mexican and Civil wars and many other officers of the 
regiment served in lesser capacities. Biographical sketches of many 
of these officers are found in later footnotes. 

12r; ti l.!!ames Hildret!!J , The Dragoon Campaigns to the Roc}cy Moun-
tains (New York, 1836), 37. 
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late spring, sagged badly by mid-summer. Courts martial were in con-

stant session for infractions that ranged from insubordination to 

desertion. Discipline was harsh and punishment sometimes inhumane, 

but no more so than in any other American unit or foreign army of that 

period. Training normally consisted of a morning drill, after which 

the men would be assigned fatigue duty for the remainder of the day. 

Occasionally an inspection, review or some other formation was sched-

uled in the afternoon. 

The drudgery of army life weighed heavily on the recruits. 

Many chose to escape either physically or mentally when their dreams of 

conquest faded into the reality of drill and fatigue duty. Some deserted 

while others found relief in alcohol. These were the two great problems 

of army life during the 1830's. War Department statistics indicate that 

one-fifth of the men enlisted during 1830 and le31 deserted, 13 and the 

Surgeon General reported that at one _post twenty-two of the twenty-eight 

14 
deaths were attributed to intemperance. For either offense punishment 

was severe. One offender was sentenced to be confined in the guard 

house for thirty days, during which he was required to march for nine 

hours a day with a fifty-pound pack. Two captured dragoon privates 

were branded with the letter "D" on their hips, shaved bald and drummed 

out of the army. 15 Others were confined in leg irons for months and 

and then forced to serve out the rest of their enlistment without pay. 

l3Ruth A. Gallaher, "The Military-Indian Frontier -1830-1835," 

Iowa Journal 2f. History !!E, Politics, XV (July, 1917), 408-09. 

14 
American State Papers, Military Affairs, IV, 85. 

15 . 
Grant Foreman, Ft. Gibson: A Brief History (Norman, 1936), 

18-19. 
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Array pay in the 1830's provided little compensation for these 

hardships. Privates received five dollars a month, out of which they 

had to buy furnishings for their barracks, including kitchen implements. 16 

The military budget of the early 1830's allowed for no frills and even 

neglected a few of the essentials. One member of the regiment descri-

bing the bleak existence of the soldier on the frontier wrote, "Here .••• 

no religion is found. No missionary thinks of the soldier; no chaplain, 

no Sabbath, are there for him; but every day alike brings with it its 

accustomed round of duties and labors. 1117 Morale was further depressed, 

according to this soldier, by the abusive treatment of the officers who 

"had a little brief authority, and ••• seemed determined to use it. 1118 

Although the soldiers of the dragoon regiment were disappointed 

and disillusioned, with army life, conclusions concerning the effective-

ness of the regiment should not be drawn solely from their opinions or 

morale. The condition of the dragoons was no worse than that of any 

other unit, but they had _ the best officers and enlisted personnel in the 

United States Arrrry. Despite grumbling in the ranks, the regiment had 

much potential. Training proceeded and -even without horses and uniforms 

the men gradually hardened to the regimen of army life and acquired fun-

damental military skills. 

When the dragoon horses arrived in October, mounted training 

started and morale improved as rumors spread that the regiment was about 

to march for the frontier. 19 The regiment's uniforms had not arrived by 

November; most of the recruits were still dressed in civilian clothing 

16 @ldretfil , The Dragoon Campaigns to ~ Rock;y Mountains, 

18 -- 19 -
Ibid., 45. Ibid., 55. - -17Ibid., 79. 
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worn threadbare by months of drill and fatigue duty. When it became 

apparent that the A.nriy Quartermaster was not going to provide uniforms 

before winter, Dodge took matters into his own hands. "By great exertion 

and numerous expedients, a quantity of clothing nearly sufficient to 

cover them (!.he dragoon~ , but of all qualities, colors and patterns, 

was obtained."20 

Training at Jefferson Barracks could go little beyond an intro-

duction to military life. The real training for Indian service was 

field duty in which the troops actually marched for extended periods, 

set up camp at night, foraged for food and learned to use their weapons. 

This may have been the reason Dodge elected to move part of the regiment 

before it was up to strength. He ordered the first battalion, Companies 

A through E, to prepare to march to Fort Gibson. At least one dragoon 

officer was appalled ~y the prospe~t of leading raw recruits to the 

frontier so late __ in the _season. Phil~p St. George Cooke, a young West 

Point graduate whose a~ career would span fifty years, bitterly de-

nounced the deeision _t9 march to Fort Gibson. He believed that Con-

gressional pressure had forced the army to commit the dragoons before 

they were adeq~tely train~ and equipped. 21 

After a mounted parade on November 9, and an inspection by the 

Inspector General the following day, the battalion was pronounced "in 

excellent order."22 On November 20, 1833, Dodge led half of the regiment 

20Philip St. George Cooke, Scenes ~ Adventures in ~ ~: 
2!:. Romance of Military Life (Philadelphia, 1857), 220. 

21Ibid -· 
22[Hildreti!f , The Dragoon Campaigns to the Roclcy Mountains, 52. 
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on its first march through the sparsely settled areas of Missouri and 

Arkansas into the land set aside as an Indian territory. 

Until this time, Dodge had divided his attention between his 

ranger battalion, which was being disbanded, and the dragoons. With 

the departure of the first battalion for Fort Gibson, he assumed com-

mand for the first time. Dodge was not a professional soldier, but had 

gravitated toward th& military during the-War of 1812 and the unsettled 

period of frontier development that followed. He had been a major gen-

eral in the Missouri militia and a lead prospector and smelterman in 

Michigan Territory. As a result of his service during the Black Hawk 

War, President Jackson appointed him a major and gave him command of the 

23 
Ranger battalion, formed in _l832. . He w~s described by a member of 

the dragoons as "a man about say fifty, thick set, somewhat gray, a 

thorough bac~oodsman, very fond of talking over his own exploits; • 

24 
on the whole a elever man, but not much of a soldier." Albert G. 

Brackett, early historian of the cavalry, concurred- in this opinion of 

Dodge's military ability. He wrote, "As a partisan commander he-was 

no doubt, a good one, but as a colonel of the regular regiment, • • • 

there is no doubt that he was found wanting."25 Neither critic spec-

ified in what manner Dodge lacked military ability. It is possible 

that Dodge's political appointment to command was responsible for their 

opinions; an examination of his military service reveals little 

23John C. Parish, "Henry Dodge" in Dictionary S?f. American 
Bi°iraphy, eds. Allen Johnson and Dumas Ma.lone (22 Vols.; New York, 
194 ), v, 348-49. 

24[Hildret§ , ~Dragoon Campaigns to the Rocky Mountains, 42-43 

25Brackett, History S?!_ the United States Cavalry, 35. 
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derogatory information and indicates that he was an able field com-

mander. Both observers had high praise for the regiment's second in 

command, Lieutenant Colonel Stephen Watts Kearny, a professional army 

officer whose military ability was widely recognized. 

The march began in a carnival-like atmosphere and covered only 

three or four miles the first day. The men were excited and inex-

perienced in packing thei~ equiPD'lent and in establishing camp. Progress 

certainly must have been sl~wed by the eighteen prisoners who "walked 

hand-cuffed and c~ained, some with a cannon ball to the leg."26 Soon 

the dragoons became accustomed to field _duty and averaged about eighteen 

miles a day. On the 25th of November, snow began to fall on the inade-

27 . 
quately clothed battalion. While each dragoon struggled to stay warm 

in the light fatigue uniform and one- blanket, heavy winter uniforms were 

being shipped to Fort Gibson. 28 Fodder for horses became scarcer and 

the men had long since spent the last of their money on extra food 

bought from settlers along the route of march. 

Little preparation had been made for the arrival of the dragoons 

at Fort Gibson. Neither rations for the men, corn for their, mounts nor 

housing for either was available there. 29 Dodge ordered construction of 

a camp about a mile and a fourth west of the fort near a · canebreak where 

the horses could be grazed.JO F..ach troop constructed a barn-like 

87-88. 

26 IT!i1dre~hl , :£h! Dragoon Campaigns to the Rocky Mountains, 60. 

27Thid·. t 69. 
28 . 

Grant For-eman, Pioneer Days in .!:!'!!. Early Southwest, 109. 

29 Pelzer, Henry Dodge, 87. 

30Dodge's Military Order Book, 63-64, quoted in Pelzer, Dodge, 
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barracks of logs covered with oak shingles which afforded some pro-

tection from the weather. The winter was particularly bitter; temper-

atures dropped to twelve below zero, preventing the delivery of supplies 

up the ice-choked Arkansas River. 31 Although the sixty-man barracks 

were warmer than the tents they replaced, they were poorly calked. 

"Often, during a rainy day, ••• the thousand apertures in the roofs 

admi tfi,ecil the water most copiously. 1132 Only those soldiers fortunate 

enough to have procuretj. buff~lo rob~s succeeded in staying dry. Par

ticularly leaky were-- the c4imneys _through which quantities of water 

poured into the dragoons' beans, making them "somewhat less strong than 

common. n33 

The rations of the dragoons were poorer than the accommoda-

tions. Variety was _non-e-xistent, and quality was low. Army fare at 

Camp Jackson, the name given to the dragoon encami:xnent, consisted of 

pork, flour and beans, Coffee was also included in the rations, but 

it was so diluted that its quality could not be judged.'34 

After the initial adjustment to their new station, the dra-

goons again settled into the routine of drill and fatigue duty. In the 

evenings friendly Indians frequently were invited into the barracks, 

where they joined the soldi~rs in dancing to fiddle music provided by 

the men from Tennes-see. Some soldier-s played cards and others read the 

few volumes that composed the unit library. Dodge did not let 

31Pelzer, Dodge, 88. 

32 ffiildre~ , !!!!. Dragoon Campaigns ~ ~ Rocky Mountains, 86. 

33Ibid. 34Ibid., 850 
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inclement weather interfere with training. He reported, "I will have 

the Dragoons Drilled both on foot and Horseback and feel Confident they 

will be prepared for any Service required of them early in the Spring. 1135 

At this point, the summer mission of the dragoons was still 

undecided. The abduction of Ranger Abbay by the Plains Indians during 

the fall expedition of 1833, had generated much concern in Washington. 

On December 18, 1833, Lewis Cass dispatched a letter to Colonel Matthew 

Arbuckle, commanding officer at Fort Gibson, in which he ref erred to the 

President's concern over the capture of Abbay and asked for recommenda-

tions regarding his liberation. In reply, Arbuckle reported that an 

appeal had been made to the Pawnees of the P~atte who, he believed, 

could influence Abbay's captors to release hiJJl. .As _an alt~rnative, 

Arbuckle proposed to s~nd a _trader known to the Plains Indians through 

the Cross Timbers ahead o~ the dragqons to arrange a meeting. Such a 

meeting, he pointed out, might result in ''much greater secruity to our 

citizens passing from Ar~an~~~ Territory in the direction of Santa Fee," 

and secure the release of Abbay.36 Furthermore, he suggested that in 

such a meeting the "commanding officer of the dragoons would probably 

have it in his power to induce t~ese wild Indians to agree to an early 

meeting between them and the Indians on this Frontier, with whom they 

are at war, for the purpose of settling their disputes."3? Turning to 

to problem of logistical support, Arbuckle recommended that supplies be 

35Dodge's Military Order ~. 63-64, quoted in Pelzer, Dodge, 88. 

36 -
Arbuckle, Ft. , Gibson, February 8, 1834, letter to Cass, 

Record Group 98, Records of the United States Army Commands (Army Posts), 
National Archives. 

37Ibid. 
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stockpiked along the route of march prior to the departure of the dra-

goons. This would reduce the number of pack animals required and im-

prove the unit's mobility. 

The arrangement made with the Pawnees of the Platte was the 

work of the Stokes Commission. Henry L. Ellsworth had toured the Platte 

country in the summer of 1833 and brought a number of the Pawnees' prin-

cipal warriors to Fort Gibson. Upon receipt of the Cass letter con-

cerning Abbay, the commiss-ioners an4 Arbu-0kle pers-uad-ed the Pawnees to 

act as intermediaries between them and the Plains Indians. The Pawnees 

were offered a reward for their services and instructed to tell Abbay's 

captors that if he were released, the commissioners would "redeem all 

their people now [Qaptiv~ among the Osages. 1138 The commissioners 

believed this plan would lead to the meeting ~th the Plains Indians 

that the two previous ranger expeditions had failed to produce. Un-

fortunately, their plan was no more successful than the rangers' had 

been. Either Abbay was already dead, or the ability of the Pawnees of 

the Platte to influence the southern Plains tribes had been overestimated. 

Even before the Pawnees were· asked to intercede, Ellsworth had 

made other arrangements to set up a meeting between the commission and 

the Plains Indians. Since the Comanches and several other bands fre-

quently crossed the R'0Ci River into Mexican territory, Ellsworth hoped to 

persuade the Mexicans to use the-ir influence on the roving tribes in 

arranging a meeting. He commissioned Sam Houston, who lived with the 

Cherokees near Fort Gibson, to travel to Texas to enlist the support of 

38 . Stokes, Ellsworth and Schermerhorn, Ft. Gibson, February 3, 
1834, letter to Cass, Record Group 98, Records of the United States 
Army Commands (Army Posts), National Archives. 
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the Mexicans in this undertaking. Whether Houston journeyed to Texas 

as a bona fide agent of the Stokes Commission, or as a secret agent of 

Andrew Jackson to give leadership to the rebellion, remains a mystery. 

Houston dispatched several reports to Ellsworth in which he told of his 

progress in arranging a meeting of the Comanche Indians. In one he wrote, 

"I found them disposed to make a treaty with the United States" and he 

advised the commissioners that the Comanches should arrive at Fort Gib

son in April or May of 1834.39 Marquis James in his biography of Hous-

ton, The Raven, asserts that "The President ••• clothed Houston with 

official powers and concocted a confidential mission to Texas under a 
40 United States passport." Houston's success depends upon which role 

he was playing when he crossed the Red River in 1832. If he were a 

secret American agent dispatched to give _leadership to a Texas revolu-

tion, he was an unqualified success. But as an agent of the Stokes 

Commission, his reports wer.a.of little value and his arranged meeting 

with the Comanches failed to materialize. 

Albert Pike, an early traveler in the Southwest, later noted 

as the foremos-t poet of Arkansas, disputed Houston's evaluation of the 

Comanches' intent;ons. He wrote the Secretary. of War that "Gov. Sam 

Houston of Tennessee will effect nothing with the Comanches." Houston, 

he explained, had talked only to the Texas Comanches; the bands which 

roamed north of the Red River were responsible for the unsettled 

39Houston, Natchitoches, La., July i3, 1833, letter to Ellsworth, 
Record Group 98, Records of the United States Army Conuaands (Army 
Posts), National Archives. 

40Marquis James, The Raven: A Biography of Sam Houston (Indiana
polis, cl929), 182. 
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conditions in American territory. Pike dismissed the possibilities of 

a successful military campaign against these Comanches because "Pos-

sessed of numberless horses, and, having a prairie to flee to • • • 

they defy prusiut." Rather, he proposed the government dispatch a 

small treaty party to the Comanches in which he offered to serve as 

41 
guide and interpreter. Pike's offer was not accepted, nor were his 

warnings heeded concerning the futility of sending a military force 

against the Comanches. Pike's conclusion regarding the ineffective-

ness of the army against the Comanches was probably based on the per-

formance of infantry units. The Secretary of War also had recognized 

the disadvantages which the infantry faced when fighting mounted In-

dians and had already recommended the formation of the dragoons. The 

bill authorizing the dragoons, signed just two weeks before Pike wrote 

his letter, would enable the army to meet the Indians on equal terms. 

By mid-February the War Department had weighed the various 

recommendations for confronting the Plains tribes and reached its deci-

sion. On February i9, is34, the Commanding General of the Army, Major 

General Alexander McComb, ordered Brigadier General Henry Leavenworth 

to assume command 9f the dragoons and two regiments of infantry sta-

tioned at forts Gibson and Towson. His instructions were to use the 

dragoons 

for ranging the country occupied by tQe COIQ.anches and other tribes, 
that have been in the habit of plundering our peQple and inter
rupting our trade with Santafe and the other Mexican States. You 
will therefore direct Colo. Dodge to proceed with his Reg. as 

4~ke, Ft. Smith, March 16, +833; - l~tter to Cass, quoted in 
Fred w. Allsopp,Albert Pike (Little Rock, Ark., 1928), 56. 
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early as practicable in the Spring, upon this service to proceed 
through the country occupied by these tribes. 4G 

McComb told Leavenworth that the Third and Seventh Infantry regiments 

were at his disposal and that the First Dragoon Regiment should be 

"assembled, armed and eqi.U.pped and ready for service by the 1st of 

May, "43 

Houston, atill playing the role of American advisor on Indian 

affairs, warned Ca§§ tn Maroh, 1834, ~at an armed expedition would 

result in the certain execution of Abbay • . He also predicted failure for 

any military exptdition and rec~ended that a small party of skilled 

woodsmen b• 1ent to negotiate with the Indians. 44 The decision of the 

Secretary of War rema.inod firm, The liberation of Abbay was of sec-

ondary concern to him, Mgr~ ~portant was the te~nation of the out

rages coIDIM,.tted by the Plains tribes against American citizens, and the 

prevention of f\U'tho~ ~t~ogiti~§ upon the iml'ligrating Indians. 45 With 

the receipt of firm orders tor an expedition to the Plains Indian coun-

try, the planning phase came to an end and specific preparations for a 

summer camp4ign began. 

General Leavenworth aa&'\,Ylled personal QQ:mm&nd of the troops 

4~cComb, Washington, D.C,, Felrrua.ey 19, 1834, letter to Leaven
worth, Record Group 98, R~cords of tho Unit•d States Army Commands (Army 
Posts), National Archives. 

43Ibid. 
44 . 

Samuel Houston and Andrew 6, H~hes? Ma~Qh 12, l8J4, letter 
to Cass, quoted in Amelia w. -Williams and ~en~ C, Barkers, eds., The 
Writings of Sam Houston 1813-1863 (8 Vols,; Austin, To.x., 1938), I, 
281-83. 

45American State Papers, Militar;y Affairs, V, 170. 
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assembled for the summer campaign at Fort Towson on April 20. 18J4. 46 

The new commander was described by one of his men as "a plain-looking 

old gentleman. tall yet graceful. though stooping under the w&ight of 

perhaps three-score winters. 1147 His friendliness quickly endeared him 

to the troops. His mild manner was somewhat deceptive. for Leavenworth 

was a strict disciplinar~an and a thorough planner with extensive mili-

t . 48 ary experience. The same day he assumed command, he ordered the 

commander of Fort Towson to construct a road to the mouth of the Washita 

River and stockpike provisions there which would be required to support 

the campaign. 49 Captain James Dean. with two companies of the Third 

Infantry, was assigned this duty._ 

Leavenworth proceeded immediately to Fort Gibson and directed 

Colonel Dodge to determine whether the Santa Fe traders in Missouri 

desired a military escort_and instructed the c0l8lallder of the Seventh 

Infantry to lay out a series of military roads, one along the north bank 

of the Arkansas to the Cimarron, another directly to the mouth of Little 

River on the Canadian and a north-south road that would connect these 

50 two routes with the one being built from Fort Towson to the Wa-shita. 

Leavenworth ordered a review of the troops at Fort Gibson and 

Camp Jackson shortly after his arrival to enable him to evaluate the 

46 ~ldre@,_ !!!!, Dragoon Campaigns to ~ Roclcy Mountains, 102. 

47 
~ •• 104-05. 

48w.J. Ghent, "Henry Leavenworth" in Dictionaey .2! .American 
Biography, ed. Dmna~ Malone (22 Vols.;_ New York, 1946), XI, 80. 

49 @.ldre~ !_. The Dragoon CaniP!igns to .!:!!.! Rocky Mountains, lOJ. 
50 . 

Ibid., 105-06. 
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units' readiness for the forthcoming campaign. Afterwards, he announced 

the dragoons were "in excellent order, much better than could have been 

reasonably expected considering the very many disadvantages • • • during 

the past winter."5l At the review, Leavenworth told the dragoons "The 

eyes of the whole country are upon this corps, and much is expected of 

it. 115
2 

He expressed his displeasure concerning reports about the num

ber of deserters, estimated at over lOo.53 

In compliance with Leavenworth's orders and the wishes of the 

St. Louis traders, Dodge dispatched Company A, under the command of 

Captain Clifto~ Wharton, to escort the _1834 wagon train as far as the 

Mexican-American border. Wharton' s company, which departed Fort Gibson 

in early May, did not return in time to participate in the expedition to 

the Plains Indian country. 

The dragoons' uniforms and weapons fin~lly arrived at Fort 

Gibson. The former were speeifically designed to do justice to the 

army's elite unit. Described as ''better suited to comic opera than to 

summer field service, 1154 the uniforms consisted of a double-breasted 

coat, trimmed in yellow, with two rows- of gilt buttons, and ornamented 

with gold lace and a star. The trousers were blue-gray w1 th a yellow 

stripe running down the outside seam of each leg. The eagle perched 

atop their infantry-type hat was blinded by a drooping white horsehair 

pompom. Ordinarily, the trousers were secured by a black patent leather 

belt, but for formal wear it was replaced by an orange silk sash. Black 

51rbid., 107 • 53~ •• 108-09. 

.54wilbur Sturtevant Nye, Carbine and Lance, the Stoey of Old 
Ft. Sill (Norman, 1937), 8. 
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silk socks and white gloves completed the wardrobe.55 If the uniforms 

appeared a little mildewed it was because they were not properly dried 

by the salvage crew which recovered them from the bottom of the .Arkansas 

River after the steamboat on which they were being transported sank.56 

For protection, the trooper was armed with a sabre, a Hull breech

loading carbine and pistol.57 

In discussing plans for the campaign with Leavenworth, the 

Indian commissioners suggested that the dragoons might win the favor of 

the Plains Indians by restoring theiP people held as hostages by other 

tribes. Leavenworth agreed and dispatched a dragoon troop to procure 

Comanche, Kiowa and Washita hostages held in the innnediate vicinity. 

An American trader who planned a commercial expedition west of the Cross 

Timbers had similar plans and had obtained the .Kiowa boy and girl cap-

tured by the Osages at the massacre of Cut· Throat Gap the year before. 

The boy died after being butted in the abdomen by a goat, but Leaven

worth bought the girl from the trader.58 The dragoon troop secured 

this girl and a Wichita woman in late May from a band of Osages camped 

about thirty-five miles from Fort Gibson.59 

55~ and~ Chronciele (Washington), Vol. I, 392, quoted 
in Foreman, Pioneer Days in the F.a.rly Southwest, 123. 

56cooke, Scenes and Adventures in ~ !!:!!!z, 224. 

57Niles Weekly Register (Baltimore), Aug. 2, 1834, p.389. 

58Foreman, Pioneer Days in ~ F.a.rly Southwest, 119-20. 

59captain Edward V. Sumner, Camp Jackson, May 24, 1834, letter 
to Dodge, Record Group 98, Records of the United States Army Command 
(Army Posts), National .Archives. and @.ldre@ , The Dragoon Campaigns 
to the Rock:y Mountains 118. Apparently the Kiowa prisoner bought by 
Iea:;enworth from the ~erican trader was still in the custody of the 
Osages. Grant Foreman gives a detailed account of the transaction for 
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Spring brought relief from the hardships of winter but soon 

gave rise to the greater problems of disease and oppressive heat. Fort 

Gibson had earned a reputation as one of the most unhealthy posts in the 

American army, and the rainy spring was the worst season of the year. 60 

Even before the expedition began, men were-reporting to sick call with 

the fever. The mercury which reached 107 degrees in early June, coupled 

with the humidity, increased the difficulty of preparing for the expe

dition. As the campaign approached, activity increased to fever pitch. 

The blacksmith shops were in continual operation, tailors and saddlers 

found constant employment and the troops readied equipment and completed 

61 the final stages of training. Despite these frantic preparations, the 

dragoons were not ready by the first of May. In fact, on that date the 

second battalion was still being formed at Jefferson Barracks. The last 

three companies of this battalion did not arrive until early June, just 

62 a few days before the start of the expedition. 

A few weeks before the campaign, news reached Fort Gibson of 

the attack on Judge Martin's party. 63 Leavenworth dispatched a detach

ment which found the bodies of the judge and one of his Negro slaves. 

It was assumed that his young son had been kidnapped by the attackers. 

The recovery of the boy, Matthew, was added to the list of objectives 

the girl conducted between the Osages and the trader, but two members 
of the dragoons recorded that both women were obtained from the Osages. 

6°Foreman, Fort Gibson, 20. 

61 (!!!ldre~, ~Dragoon Campaigns to the Rock;y Mountains, 119. 

62 Ibid., 40-41. 

63catlin, North American Indians, II, 47. 
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to be accomplished by the dragoons. 

Despite Leavenworth's optimistic evaluation of the dragoons' 

readiness, one enlisted member of the regiment doubted the effectiveness 

of their training. He pointed out that the- unit lacked personnel 

schooled in horsemanship and dragoon tactics and q~estioned the wisdom 

of sending "a newly recruited regement, under marching orders to ex

plore a wild and unknown region of the country."64 

George Catlin, an artist granted pe~ssion by the Secretary 

of War to accompany the expedition, also expressed doubts about the 

prospects for success. He believed that the six-week delay in launch-

ing the campaign would make- it more- difficult for the regiment to live 

off the land. Beyond this, Catlin felt that the size of the force would 

frighten the Indians into fleeing from the dragoons, rather than nego

tiating with them. 65 

Despite the doubts of subordinates and civilians, General 

Leavenworth continued to plan carefully one of the largest military 

operations ever conducted in Indian Territory. On June 2, he ordered 

the creation of three posts to serve _as forward bases for the expedi-

tion. The most northerly, Camp Arbuckle, was to be located at the end 

of the road being laid out to the junction of the Cimarron and Arkansas 

rivers. To the south, Camp Holmes (also ~own as Camp Canadian) was 

established at the confluence _of the Little River and the Canadian. On 

the southern flank, at the end of the road being laid out from Fort 

Towson to the mouth of the Washita River, Camp Washita was to be 

64@Id.re~ , The Dragoon Campaigns to !:!'!!, Roc1cy Mountains, 119. 

65catlin, North .American Indians, II, J8-J9. 
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66 garrisoned by the two companies under Captain Dean. With these 

outposts established for logistical support and th& arrival of the 

second dragoon battalion from Jefferson Barracks, General Leavenworth 

ordered the regiment to prepare for departure on June 15, 1834. 

66Foreman, Pioneer Days in ~ Early Southwest, 114. 



CHAPTER III 

THE EXPEDITION1 

On June 15, 1834, over 500 officers and men of the First Dra-

goon Regiment embarked upon a campaign to contact the wild tribes of 

the Southern Plains. Despite hasty training, they were an impressive 

1
The information for chapters III and IV is based primarily on 

five sources. They are all first-hand accounts in the form of letters 
or journals written by members of the expedition. The official journal 
of the expedition was written by First Lie~tenant Thompson B. Wheelock, 
a member of Dodge's staff. It was first published in the American State 
Papers, Military Affairs, V, 373-82. It has subsequently been published 
in "Peace on the Plains," Edited oy George H. Shirk, Chronicles of 
Oklahoma, XXVIII (Spring 1950), 2-41, and in "Colonel Henry Dodge and 
his Regiment of Dragoons on the Plains in 1834," Annals of Iowa, XVII 
(Third Series; January 1930), 173-97. George Catlin chronicled the ex
pedition in letter form in Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs and 
Condition of the North American Indiails (2 Vols.; 4th ed.; London, 1844T. 
From the 19th to 27th of July Catlin remained in a sick camp while the 
dragoons proceeded farther west. The description of the meeting at the 
Wichita village contained in Catlin's work was written by Joseph Chad
wick. Sergeant Hugh Evans, a member of G Company and an unidentified 
member of I Company maintained journals similar to Wheelock's. Although 
they are not as complete as the official journal, they present the expe
dition from the vantage point of the man in the ranks and often discuss 
topics not covered in Wheelock's journal. Evans' journal was reprinted 
under the title "The Journal of Hugh Evans, Covering the First and Second 
Campaigns of the United States Dragoon Regiment in 1834 and 1835," Edited 
by Fred s. Perrine and Grant Foreman, Chronicles of Oklahoma, III (Sep
tember 1925), 175-215. The I Company journal was published under the 
title "A Journal of Marches by the First United States Dragoons, 1834-
1835, 11 Edited by Louis Pelzer, The~ Journal of History~ Politics, 
VII (July 1909), 331-78. The fifth account has aroused acontroversy 
over the identity of the author. It is a book of letters supposedly 
written by James Hildreth, a priva~e soldier _in B Company. It was pub
lished as Dragoon Campaigns to the Rock:y Mountains (New York, 1836). 
Army records indicate that Hildreth was discharged prior to the depar
ture of the dragoons. Further, the obvious familiarity of the author 

42 
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force ''marching in beautiful order and forming a train of a mile in 
2 

length." Several of the dragoon officers were discussed in the pre-

ceding chapter and it was also suggested. that many played key roles in 

both the Union and Confederacy during the Civil War. Of these Jeffer

son Davis is probably the best known. At the time of the expedition 

Davis was a lieutenant, just a few years out of West Point. Captain 

David Hunter, also a graduate of the Military Academy, ~ventually rose 

to the rank of major general in the Union army and served as the chair

man of the commission which tried the conspirators in the assassination 

of President Lincoln.3 

with the routine of military life and his sophistication in general make 
it improbable that a young backwoods New Yorker, just enlisted in .the 
army, actually wrote the letters generally attributed to Hildreth. 
Joseph B. Thoburn, in an interesting bit of historical detective work, 
concluded that the real author of the .book was William L.G. Miller, an 
Englishman of aristocratic background. Thoburn's "The Dragoon Campaign 
to the Rocky Mountains," Chronicles of Oklahoma, VIII (March 1930), 
35-41, is a complete account of the investigations that led him to this 
conclusion. -

2
catlin, North American Indians, II, 45. 

3Davis, a member of E Company (reorganized) on the expedition, 
was an 1828 West Point graduate. He was stationed in the, Old Northwest 
prior to the Black Hawk War. After the Dodge-Leave~worth expedition, 
he resigned from the army but served in the Mexican War as a Mississippi 
volunteer colonel. After the war, he declined a commission as briga
dier general in the United States Army. Subsequently he served as U.S. 
Senator from Mississippi and Secretary of War. During the Civil War 
he served as President of the Conf~eraey. Hunter, the commander of 
C Company (reorganized) of the expedit~on, was an 1822 West Point grad
uate, who served on the frontier from Michigan to Texas during the early 
years of his career • . He was chief paymaster for the Army; of Occupation 
in Mexico in 1847-48, and commanded Union forces throughout the Civil 
War. He retired from the army in 1866 as a major g~neral. George W •. 
Cullum, Biographical Register of the Officers and Graduates of the U.S. 
Military Academ.y at West Point, N.Y., from its Establishment, March"lb; 
1802 !:2. the!!:!!!;[_ Reorganization of 186b':b? ~Vols.; New York, 1868), 
I, 333-34 and 232-33. 
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The column was not exclusively military. The Secretary of 

War had authorized several civilians to accompany the expedition. 

George Catlin went to sketch and paint the Plains Indians and Joseph 

Chadwick, a St. Louis merchant and trader, accompanied the dragoons to 

establish contact with the tribes among whom he wished to establish 

trading posts. Count Beyrick, a German botany professor, and his assist.!. 

ant planned to collect specimens of the Southwestern flora. It is pos

sible that other civilians left Fort Gibson with the expedition, but the 

men named above are the only ones mentioned in the official expedition 

journal maintained by Lieutenant Thompson B. Wheelock. 4 Thirty-four 

Indians accompanied the dragoons. The two women obtained from the 

Osages were being returned to their own people by General Henry Leaven-

worth as a gesture of good will. The Cherokees, Delawares, Os-ages and 

Senecas sent warriors to serve as guides and hunters for the dragoons 

and to act as their representatives to the Plains tribes. These war

riors had not reached Fort Gibson when the regiment departed.5 

For a few days the dragoons remained at Ca.mp Rendezvous, about 

twenty miles west of Fort Gibson, while the companies that arrived in 

June completed preparations for the march. By the 20th, the 

4Jesse Chisholm, a Cherokee- mixed-blood trader and trail blazer 
who later laid out a portion of the cattle trail that bear5- his name, may 
have accompanied the expedition as ~ guide and interpreter. Carolyn 
Thomas Foreman, "Col. Jesse Henry Leavenworth," Chronicles of Oklahoma~
XIII (March 1935), 25, says _ that Chisholm was General Leavenworth's in
terpreter and guide on the 1834 expedition to the Comanches. Montfort 
Stokes is supposed to have bee~ _present at the conference with the Plains 
tribes according to ffiildretii] , . Dragoon Campaigns to the Rocky Mountains, 
160. I have been unable to verify that either of these men actually 
accompanied the expedition. None of the five men who maintained jour
nals on the expedition mentions Chisholm, and only Hildreth says Stokes 
was present. 

~eelock, "Peace on the Plains," 10. 
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representatives of the friendly Indian tribes had arrived and all com-

panies were ready except K, which was ordered to join the regiment upon 

completion of preparations. The next day Colonel Henry Dodge ordered 

the force to proceed down the road recently opened to the mouth of Lit

tle River. Progress was slow because of th~ herd of cattle and cumber-

some covered wagons that acc9mpanied the dragoons. 

While several hundred miles from the Cross Timb~rs and the 

Plains Indians, the dragoons encountered their real enemy--disease. 

Before the first day's march began, the surgeon pronounced twenty-three 

men unfit for duty and sent them back to Fort Gibson. While still east 

of the Cross Timbers illness reduced the dragool')., ranks by half and before 

they met the first Plains Indians, their ability to withstand Indian 

attack was doubtful.
6 

.By the time they began their return trip, they 

were no longer an ef~ective {ighting force. Although Leavenworth and 

Dodge probably did not realize it .when they left Fort Gibson, they had 

less to fear from Indians than from disease. 

It took the dragoons five .days to cover the seventy miles to 

the mouth of Little River. The route, through country occupied by the 

immigrant F.astern Indians, was -well marked and the regiment advanced 

with little difficulty. Along the way, several of the soldiers were 

impressed by the fertility of the land. An enlisted member of I Com

pany recorded that it was "a fine country, entirely uncultivated which 

seems of no value while in the hands of these half civilized Indians. 

But the time no doubt will arrive and that too before many years when 

civilization shall have extended its influence entirely throughout 

6 Ibid., 9. 
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that region of the country luring west of the Arkansas."7 Catlin was 

even more enthusiastic, describing the land as "one of the richest and 

most desirable countries in the world for agricultural pursuits. 118 The 

landscape was a mixture of prairie and woodlands; expanses of open, tree

less plains were surrounded by miles of heavily wooded, rolling terrain. 

The ridges were covered with stands of scrub oak, and in ·the valleys 

grapevines, plum trees, wild roses, currants and gooseberries formed 

dense thickets. 

Before they reached the Canadian River, the men began to com-

plain about scarcity of good water. Sergeant Hugh Evans of G Company 

reported, ''We would travel whole days at a time without coming to any 

water at all[;] what we came to occationally was of the worst kind, the 

top all covered with green slime ••• perf~tly muddy and unfit for use 

by man or horse. 119 Even the Canadian was reported to be "uncommonly 
10 dry" for se early in the summer. 

The dragoons forded the Canadian on June 25 and establish~ 

Camp Canadian across the river from the slte where Lieutenant Theophilus 
11 H. Holmes was constructing one of the forts to protect the new system 

7[!!>.onymouj], "A Journey of Marches by the First United States 
Dragoons, 1834-1835," 341. . . . 

8catlin, North American Indians, II, 46! 

9Evans, "The Journal of _Hugh Evans," 182._ 

lO ~onymo~, "A Journal of Marches by the First United States 
Dragoons, 1834-1835," 342. 

l~eophilus H. Holmes was a lieuten~t in the Seventh Infantry 
at the time of the dragoon expedition. He later seryed in the Seminole 
Wars in Florida and the Mexican War. During his army career he was . sta
tioned at most of th~ posts in Indian Territory a.ltd by 1861 had risen to 
the rank of major. In that year, he resigned from the United States 
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military roads. Leavenworth, who had gone ahead before the dragoons 

had completed preparations for the expedition, was waiting for the 

regiment to join him there. The next day he, Dodge and a party of 

about forty left the regiment under the command of Lieutenant Colonel 

Stephen W. Kearny and proceeded to the camp being built at the mouth of 

the Washita. The rest of the regiment followed the same day after 

leaving twenty-seven sick persons at Camp Canadian, under the care of 

Assistant Surgeon Samuel w. Hailes. 12 

Leavenworth and the advance party passed a village of 500 to 

600 Osages under Black Dog, ten miles from Camp Canadian. Two warriors 

joined the expedition, which continued to march almost due south through 

the woodlands country just east 9f the Cross Timbers. 13 

The first sightings of buffalo confirmed that they were ap-

proaching plains country and provided sport for the party. Leavenworth, 

Dodge, Catlin and several other officers spurred their horses and gal-

loped toward the lumbering animals. After a headlong chase, one buffalo 

was killed, but the fat cow sought by Catlin succeeded in disarming her 

pursuer and escaping. The next day as the hunters complained of aches 

and pains from their exertions, Leavenworth told Dodge, "this running 

army to accept an appointment as a brigadier general in the army of the 
Confederate States of America. Later, ~s a lieutenant general he was 
given command of the Trans-Mississippi Department. Because of his ad
vanced age he retired from active guty before the end of the war and 
returned to his native North Carolina, where he died in 1880. Carolyn 
Thomas Foreman~ "Lieutenant-General Theophilus Hunter Holmes, C.S.A., 
Founder of Fort Holmes," Chronicles~ Oklahoma, XXXV (Winter 1957-58), 
425-34. 

12wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," ll. 

13JJ2!!!. ' 12. 
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for buff aloes is bad business for us--we are getting too old, and 

should leave such amusements to young-er men."14 As the party topped 

the next small hill, Leavenworth forgot his resolve to leave buffalo 

chasing to younger men. Just across the knoll a small herd grazed 

peacefully. Shouting orders to his companions, ~avenworth galloped 

full speed after a calf. The animal dodged t¥td the General's horse 

fell. When Catlin reached the downed rider he was struggling to get to 

his feet. With Catlin's assistance Leavenworth stood up and promptly 

fainted; he recovered in time to prevent the artist from opening a 

vein, the standard first aid procedure. After a few hours Leavenworth 

rejoined the party with no apparent injuries, but Catlin later observed 

that ''From that hour to the present, I think I have seen a decided 

change in the General's face; he has look-ed pale and feeble, and been 

continually troubled with a violent cough.,.15 Several days later, 
. 16 Leavenworth told him that "he was fearful he was badly hurt." 

The advance party rendezvoused with the two companies of the 

Third Infantry, commanded by Captain James Dean, on June 29 at the mouth 

of the Washita River. While Dean was building Camp Washita and stock-

piling supplies for the expedition, he learned that Wichita warriors 

had been seen in the vicinity.17 When Leavenworth was informed ·or this 

fact, he announced his intention to lead the expedition personally and 

gave orders for the two infantry companies to follow the dragoons with 

14catlin, North American Indians, II, 50. 

l.5Ibid •• 51. 16Ibid. 

l7Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 31, actually says that 
Pawnee Indians were seen; however, he referred to a tribe known today 
as the Wiclµtas. 
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the slow-moving baggage train and be prepared to reinf'orce the mounted 

element if necessary.
18 

While waiting for the main body of the expedi

tion to reach Dean'scamp the General dispatched a patrol to reconnoiter 

the country beyond the Washita. It confirmed the report of Wichitas in 

that direction. 

By the time the regiment reached Camp Washita on July,lt. 

forty-eight officers and men were ill and seventy-five horses and mules 

disabled. The surgeon blamed the illness on over-exertion in the heat 

of the day. 19 Among those ill was Leavenworth, who refused to admit 

that he was sick despite a burning fever and a marked shallowness of 

breath. Catlin realized that illness in the regiment had reached epi-

demic proportions. He wrote, ''Nearly one-half of the command ••• 
I 

have been thrown upon their backs, with the prevailing epidemic, a :slow 
20 and distressing bilious fever.rt Leavenworth was finally forced to 

acknowledge the ex~nt of the sickness. After crossing the Washita, 

he abandoned his plans to lead the dragoons and ordered a reorganization 

of the nine companies into six companies of forty-two -enlisted men each. 

These -six under Dodge were to proceed by forced marches into the Plains 

Indian country unencmnbered by baggage wagons or livestock. Leaven

worth planned to follow in a few days with the wagons and reinforcements. 

About 200 other dragoons remained at Camp Leavenworth, twelve miles 

IB -Catlin, North American Indians, II, .47. 

l9Wb.eelock, npeace on the Plains," 13. 

20catlin, North American Indians, II, 49. This estimate is 
over twice the nmnber reported ill by Wb.eelock. Perhaps Catlin inclu
ded the men who returned to Fort Qibson as well as those who had been 
temporarily disabled by the fever. 
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from the Washita River, where the siok could be treated and the heavy 

eqilipnent readied to follow Dodge. It was hoped that this location on 

the higher prairie would be more healthful than the lowlands around 

Camp Washita. 21 

This reorganization of the regiment and the bridging of the 

Washita River occupied about a week. During this time, final prepara

tions were made for the expected encounter with the Plains Indians. The 

best horses and mules were issued te the men selected to march with 

Dodge; each soldier was given ten days' rations and instructed to make 

them last twenty, and issued eighty rounds of ammunition. 22 On the 

third and fourth of July, the dragoons ferried their baggage across the 

Washita, which Catlin compared to the Rubicon, and organized on the west 

bank for the first major .American invasion of the domain of the Plains 

Indians. 

As the dragoon~ proceeded almost due west, the landscape began 

to change. The regiment traveled across greater expanses of flat, gras-

sy prairies where trees and thickets grew o~ along the creek banks. 

Signs of Indian activity, such as fresh pony tracks and embers of recent 

campfires, increased, and an Indian scout was discovered reconnoitering 

the dragoons' camp. The soldiers attempted to capture him, but were 

unsuccessful. 23 

Sentinels were particular~ edgy on the night of July 7th. One 

21wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 14. 

22 ~onymou~ ' II A Journal of Marches by the First United 
States Dragoons, 1834-1835, 11 344 • . 

23ill£. 
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of them believed he s~w an Indian creeping out of the bushes and fired. 

His Indian was a strayed dragoon horse returning to camp. The wounded 

animal's cries, the shouts of the sentry .and the gunfire soon convinced 

the dragoons that they were under attack. Hasty fortifications were 

thrown up and the regiment tensely awaited the attack. Finally, cooler 

heads prevailed but during the commotion the regiment's horses stampeded 

and scattered across the countryside. It took a day for the dragoons to 

recover most of their mounts. 24 

One of the officers attributed this fiasco to ~he greenness of 

the men and their lack of experience in the field. 25 The episode seemed 

to corroborate Lieutenant Philip St. George Cooke's. fear that the regi-

ment was inadequately trained for duty against _Indians. Neither their 

parade field training, the march from St. Louis nor winter experience at 

Fort Gibson had prepared them for a campaign against a foe schooled in 

mounted warfare since birth. However, it is doubtful that any amount 

of training could really have prepared the dragoons for Indian warfare. 

Only through agtual service in Indian country could the regiment develop 

into an effective fighting force. Despite their hasty training, the 

dragoons were better prepared than the soldiers who fought in the earlier 

Indian wars on the American frontier r l>ecause they were led by profes-

sional officers schooled in frontier service. 

Before continuing, Dodge sent Kearny back to Camp Leavenworth 

to take charge of the sick camp in compliance with orders from Leaven

worth. Ten soldiers whose horses had not been recovered after the 

24catlin, North American Indians, II, .54. 
25wheelock, ~'Peace on the Plains," 15. 
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stampede returned with him. The command resumed the march west on 

July 9, and soon encountered a small party of mounted Indians, be-

lieved to be Wichitas. A forty-man patrol led by Captain Hunter was 

dispatched under a white flag to intercept them. After pursuing the 

Indians for a few miles the patrol returned, reporting that the party 

had eluded them.
26 

The next day the regiment entered the Cross Tim-

bers. This natural border separating the Plains Indians from their 

more advanced neighbors was described as a great thicket "composed of 

nettles and briers so thickly matted together--as almost to forbid 

passage." The ''horses were so torn by them that the blood literally 

streamed down their legs ~nd breas-ts. 1127 The dragoons divided into 

three columns and picked their way through the thickets for three days 

before reaching the western limits of the Cross Timbers and the open 

plains. 

The dragoo~s found several pieces of saddle bags in the Cross 

28 Timbers which they believed belonged. to the Martin party. With In-

dian signs becoming more frequent, Dodge issued general orders to the 

command to be constantly ready "to meet any attack or molestation that 

might be offered. ••29 

As the dragoons proceeded farther onto the plains, the number 

of buffalo increased. This indicated that the Plains Indians who 

Z6 ~onymouit.-, "A Journal of Marches by the First United 
States Dragoons, l834-1835," 346. 

27Ibid. 

28
Ibid.' 347. 

29Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," 187. 
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followed the buffalo herds might be close at hand and that the dragoons 

would not be restricted to half-rations. In fact buffalo meat came to 

comprise the major part of the dragoons' rations. Yea.rs later, Jeffer-

son Davis' wife recalled that since the expedition her husband regarded 

buffalo meat as the ''most distasteful of all foods."30 

An occasionally cloudy or rainy day brought brief relief from 

the 100 degree-plus weather, but by July 10 lack of water and searing 

heat increased the colmnn's discomfort. One soldier claimed that 

"scorching rays" of the sun made it "almost hot enough to have roasted 

an egg in the sand."3l The hot, dry heat of the plains failed to have 

the curative effect that Leavenworth and Dodge had hoped. The health 

of the troops continued to deteriorate. By the time the dragoons broke 

through the Cross Timbers, several of the men were so ill that they had 

to be carried on litters.32 Although there was some temporary improve-

ment upon reaching the plains the number of. sick increased each day. 

Wheelock noted several springs of rock oil along the route of 

march,33 but fa.r more interesting to the members of the expedition were 

the herds of small, wild mustangs which roamed the open plains. Catlin 

described them as the wildest and most sagacious animals of the prairie. 

He and his friend Chadwick left the expedition and crept within gunshot 

range of a herd. After Catlin sketched the scene, they decided to try 

30varing Howell Davis, Jefferson Davis: Ex-President of the 
Confederate States of America (2 Vols.; New York, cl890), I, 1.5.5. 

31Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," 186. 

3~eelock, "Peace on the Plains," 16. 
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to capture "a noble, fine looking iron grey" by creasing it. Creasing 

was a method of capture by which the horse was shot through the gristle 

on the top of the neck. This stunned the animal long enough to allow 

the hunters to hobble it. Of course, keen marlananship was the critical 

element in the process. Catlin and Chadwick proved to be somewhat less 

than expert, for when they reached the downed animal they discov~red 

to their great mortification _that their aim was a little low. The horse 

was "quite dead. 1134 Af~er this, both men seemed content to watch their 

skilled Indian guides capture horses. Their method was to lasso one 

while riding at full speed. The noose over the wild horse's neck tight-

ened until he had been choked down. He was then hobbled and broken. 

On July 14, the dragoons broke camp at 8:30 A.M. and had , 

marched half a mile whe~ they sighted a band of about thirty Indians. 

After identifying them as Comanches, Dodge ordered the white flag ad-

vanced. Despite this gesture of friendly intentions, the Indians main

tained their distance from the dragoons. Finally, Dodge ordered the 

regiment to halt while he and several members of his staff advanced. 

When they were within half a mile of the Comanches, Dodge stopped the 

party and sent the white flag forward again. One of the Indians, with 

a white buffalo skin on his lance, left the band and cautiously ap

proached the waiting dragoons. After fifteen minutes, he assured him

self that the whites intended to honor the white flag and "dashed up to 

Col. Dodge, with his extended hand, which was instantly grasped and 

shaken. 1135 Upon seeing this, the other warriors galloped full-speed 

34catlin, North American Indians, II, 58. 

35Ibid., 55. 
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toward the dragoons and greeted them enthusiastically. 

After the prolonged greeting ceremonies, a "pipe was lit, and 
J6 .. passed around." The Comanches were formidable looking warriors. From 

a distance Catlin thought they resembled Mexican cavalrymen with the 

sun glinting off their lances. Their dress and weapons seemed perfectly 

adapted to mounted hunting and warfare. F.ach had a quiver slung on his 

back and ''his bow grasped in his left hand, ready for instant use, if 

called for. His shield was on his arm, and across his thigh, in a 

beautiful cover of buckskin, his gun was slung--and in his right hand 

his lance of fourteen feet in length.")? Communication was difficult, 

but by a double translation from English to $panish to Shoshonean, 

Dodge was able to convey the idea that he was on a mission of peace in 

behalf of his President, who desired to know and trade with the Coman

ches and other tribes of the p4ins. The Comanches told Dodge that they 

were on a hunting excursion and offered to take him to their village 

located a few days' march to the west. Dodge accepted and the march 

was resumed, with the Comanches leading the way. In further discussion 

Dodge learned that the Comanches were allied with the Kiowas and. the 

Wichitas.38 The latter were reported to have a village several days' 

journey west of the Comanche camp. The Comanches promised to send for 

the Wichita chief so that he might discuss plans for a council with 

Dodge.39 

J6 Ibid., 56. 
JS · ed (!nonymo~, "A Journal of Marches by the First Unit 

States Dragoons, 1834-1835," 349. 

J9Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 17. 
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The warrior who had ridden up to the dragoons was a Spanish 

half-breed named His-oo-san-ches, who normally would have been held in 

40 contempt by full-blooded Comanches. He had earned the respect of his 

tribe by repeated acts of bravery in warfare and hunting expeditions. 

The half-breed gave Dodge his first real clue concerning the Martin 

massacre. The Wichitas were holding a Negro man and a white boy 

prisoners.
41 

With this information and positive intelligence concerning 

the location of the Wichita village, prospects for a sucee&eful conelu-

sion of the mission improved. Despite the apparent friendliness of the 

Comanches, Dodge remained appr~hensive. He placed "officers and men on 

42 the alert, as if in the atmosp}?.ere of war." The Indians proved trust-

worthy and the dragoons arrived without incident at the Comanche camp 

in two days. 

Their village, of 600 to 800 skin lodges and a herd of over 
I 

3,000 horses and mules, was located in a valley at the .foot of a range 

of mountains which was believed to be a spur of the Rockies. "The land," 

one of the dragoons- reported, "is admarablely ~dmirab.!i) adapted to 

their mode of li.f e, but could not possible support a permanent settle

ment & although of a productive & fertile soil, but would be of little 

value for agricultural purposes owing to the lack of many appendages, 

43 such as ' timber, water & building materials." This observation 

was remarkably astute, for the soldier, after only a week in the open 

40Probably a phonetic pronunciation of Jesus Sanchez. 

41Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," 189. 

42wbeelock, "Peace on the Plains," 18. 

4 3 [Anonymo~ ·, "A Journal of Marches by the First United 
States Dragoons, 1834-1835," 351. 
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prairie, had correctly identified. the chief characteristic that would 

retard settlement for another two generations. 

The dragoons stopped several miles from the village while 

Comanche messengers went forward to inform the camp of their arrival. 

Dodge formed the regiment into three columns and positioned. himself 

and his staff in front to await the Indians. 

During periods of p~ace, the Comanches customarily were lax in 

village defense and Indians in camp were unaware of the approach of the 

dragoons. When the regiment suddenly appeared. on the high ground over

looking the village, the camp panicked.. Women and children scurried. 

about, warriors chased their horses and general confusion prevailed. 

The arrival of the hunters, who had led Dodge to the camp with news of 

the peaceful mission of the regiment, reassured. the village. After 

about an hour, several hundred braves mounted their horses and formed 
; 44 -

a line within thirty feet of the first echelon of dragoons. For half 

an hour the two forces stood their ground gazing at each other. Final-

ly one of the Comanche ehief s rode up to Dodge and shQok his hand. Fol

lowed by chiefs and braves he then proceeded. dawn the ranks of dragoons 

shaking hands with each one. 45 During these formalities, which took 

about an hour, the Comanches invited the dragoons to camp in their vil

lage. Dodge declined the offer, preferring to establish camp across 

the creek from the Comanches in an area bordered on all sides by steep 

gullies. A chain of sentinels was posted around the camp and orders 

44Wilbur Sturtevant Nye, Carbine and Lance: 1'!!.!, tJtory of Old 
Fort Sill (Norman, 1937), 8-9. - 1 --- -

45catlin, North American Indians, II, 61. 
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were·issued not to visit the Comanche village without specific per-

mission. Among the tents pitched in the camp was a hospital tent which 

now housed twenty-nine patients. 46 .AJ!long them was Catlin, who diagnosed 

his ma.lady as fever and ague. 47 

Despite Dodge's orders to remain aloof, the curious Comanches 

invaded the regiment's camp _in large num~ers to gaze at their white 

visitors. Although the Comanches were familiar with the Spanish who 

had traded with thEm for years and the Anglo-Americans who plied the 

Santa Fe trade, this was the first large military expedition they had 

ever seen at close quarters. A flourishing trade developed in which 

the dragoons bartered blankets and knives for horses. Catlin related 

one incident in which a Comanche brave offered him the best mule he had 

48 ever seen for "an old and half-wo~ cotton umbrella." 

As the fear of surprise attack lessened, Dodge allowed a few 

men to enter the Comanche village. Since they were the first official 

representatives of the United States to meet the Comanches, the visi-

tors were surprised to find an American flag flying over one of the 

lodges. They speculated that the Indians might have captured it from 

a Santa Fe caravan. 49 

Catlin, who continued to ~ketch and paint despite his fever, 
- --. : 

noted that ''We white men, strolling a.bout amongst their wigwams, a.re 

looked upon with as much curiosity as if we had come from the moon; and 

46wiieelock, "Peace on the Pl~ns," 18-19. 
47catlin, North American Indians, II, 62. 
48 Ibid., 62-63. 
49 ffu.lcti-eth] , ~ Dragoon Campaign to ~ Roe!cy Mountains,, 

(New York, 1~36), 158. 
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evidently create a sort of chill in the blood of children and dogs."50 

As an artist, Catlin was more observant of the Comanches and their way 

of life. ' Their equipnent was ideally designed for their nomadic ex

istence. The tipis collapsed and all their possessions could be loaded 

on travoises, formed of tent poles, which were pulled by horses and 

dogs. Moving was strictly women's work; the men rode leisurely along

side while their squaws and dogs toiled to move the village.51 In 

games, such as ball playing, the Comanche~ were not as _advamed as the 

:Eastern Indians, but Catlin ranked them without equal in equestrian 

skill. He at first believed one of their feats was performed by magic, 

since he could find no logical explanation for it. It was a "stratagem 

of war, learned and practiced by every young man in the tribe, by which 

he is able to drop his body upon the side of his horse at the instant he 

is passing, effectually screened from his enemies' weapons as he lays 

in a horizontal position behind the body of his horse-with his heel 

hanging over the horse's back." He finally l~arned that the feat was 

accomplished not by magic, but by braiding a horsehair halter into the 

horse's mane so that a loop was formed under the animal's neck. This 

loop supported the rider when he slipped down on the side of his horse.52 

Despite the Comanches' willingness to discuss peace and to send 

messages to the Wichitas, Dodge was unable to arrange negotiations. He 

was ready to open talks with Ta-wa}!-que-nah (the mountain of rocks), a 

300-pound warrior who represented himself as the Comanche chief, until 

it was learned that the actual head chief was leading a buffalo hunting 

5°catlin, North .American Indians, II, 64. 

5l!bid., 65. 52Ibid: 
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party and would return within a day or two.53 After waiting two days, 

Dodge began to suspect the sincerity of the Comanches and decided to 

march for the Wichita village. The march was resmned at 11:00 A.M. on 

July 18, with an Indian guide from the Comanche camp leading the way. 

The nmnber of sick had increased to thirty-three, many of whom 

were litter cases. Since the route the guide indicated led through 

rugged mountain country, Dodge decided to establish another sick camp 

to enable the reg~ent to move more rapidly. About seven miles west 

of the Comanche camp a breastwork of bushes and trees was constructed 

for the sick, ntnnbering thirty-nine. Surgeon Clement A. Finlay and 

about thirty-five able-bodied men under .the command of Lieutenant James 

F. Izard were assigned to care for the sick and protect the encampment. 

Catlin, now so ill that he could no longer ride, was among those left 

behind • .54 The proximity of the sick camp to the Comanche village and 

the weakness of its defenses, made it particular~ vulnerable. Despite 

the apparent friendliness of the Comanches, Izard suspected treachery, 

based on his experiences escorting the Santa Fe traders in 1829. He 

"kept every man who could possib~ bear arms on constant guard" and 

refused to let the Comanches enter his camp. His alertness and deter

mination gave the Comanches little opportunity to surprise the camp.55 

53wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 19 • 

.54Ibid., 20. James F. Izard, a~signed to H Company . (reorgan
ized) during the expedition, was an 1828 West Point graduate. He 
served under Major Bennet Riley during the Santa Fe trail convoy in 
1829 and in the Black &.wk War in 1832. In 1836, wh.ile leading an 
advance guard against the Seminoles in Florida, he was fa tally wounded •. 
Cullmn, Biographical Register of the Officers and Graduates of the U.S. 
Military Academy, I, . 331-32. 

55Phi.liitf8::a:a~e·~e'•:ijM.9Nipiid--··Adventures in the !E&., 
2!: Romance of Military Life (Philadelphia, 1857), 226. 
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The regiment, now reduced to 183 men, moved directly through 

"immense blocks of granite piled on each other from 500 to 1,000 feet 

in height. 1156 These were the same mountains seen from the Comanche 

village. Later explorations would prove that it was not a spur of the 

Rocky Mountains, but an isolated range of very old, igneous origin. They 

would eventually be named the Wichitas, after the tribe the dragoons were 

trying to locate. The craggy rocks made progress difficult. The dra-

goons were forced to dismount and lead their horses, whose shoes had been 

completely worn down.57 Although the mountains abounded in wildlife, in-

eluding prairie dogs, bears, deer and rabbits, Dodge was pushing forward 

too rapidly to allow time for foraging. Rations were almost exhausted 

by the time the regiment reached the level plain once again. 

As the dragoons were setting up camp in the evening of July 20, 

a single mounted Indian was observed about two miles away. Lieutenant 

Lucius B. Northrop58 and several of the Osage scouts were sent to cap-

ture him. The Indian at first attempted to escape but when the pur-

suers overtook him, he offered no resistance. His identity was defi-

nitely established as a Wichita when the Wichita prisoner accompanying 

the expedition recognized him as one of her relatives. Her ability to 

translate facilitated communications; the prisoner said he was returning 

56wbeelock, "Peace on the Plains," 21. 

57 [Anonymoy§} , "A Journal of Marches by the First United 
States Dragoons, 1834~1835," 353. · 

581ucius B. Northrop, a member of H Company (reorganized) on 
the expedition, was graduated from West Point in 1831. He was stationed 
on the frontier until 1839 when he resigned from the army. Reappointed 
a first lieutenant during the Mexican War, Northrop retained his commis
sion until 1861, although he did not return to active duty. At the 
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to his village about five miles from the dragoon camp. Dodge assured 

him that he would not be harmed and that he would like to meet with 

the leaders of his tribe.59 

Since the regiment was just over a fourth of its original size 

and without prospects of reinforcement, Dodge hesitated to release the 

Indian, who could then lead his tribe back to attack the dragoons. After 

weighing the alternatives, Dodge decided to set him free. In reaching 

this decision, he apparently realized that his best hope of meeting with 

the Plains tribes and obtaining the release of their captives was 

through friendly gestures. The size of his decimated regiment made 

overawing them impossible. In case of attack, an orderly withdrawal 

could still be made, but only a peaceful approach offered any prospect 

of success in accomplishing the objectives of the mission. Dodge was 

gambling that release of the captive would be interpreted as a friendly 

gesture by the Wichitas. In case it was not, the dragoons would be ready. 

"Bayonets were fixed, and every preparation made for conflict. 1160 

While the dragoons waited, one of their hunting parties had 

succeeded in killing two deero This was the first fresh meat since leav-

ing the Comanche village, but hardly enough to satisfy 183 men who had 

not had a substantial meal in almost a week. Sergeant Evans wrote, 

"After dividing our scanty repast we retired to rest though not in a 

outbreak of the Civil War he left his medical practice in South Carolina to serve in the army of the Confederate States of .Americao Cullum, Biographical Register of the Officers ~ Graduates of the United States 
Military Academy, I, 392. 

59 Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," 191. 

60Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 22. 
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61 pleasent mode for sleep for we every moment expected atta~k." 

Morning broke without sign of Indians. Before the march was 

resumed, the father of the Wichita hostage rode into the dragoon cam.p.62 

Their joyful reunion was the first indication that the Wichitas intended 

to receive the expedition. The dragoons had gone a mile or two toward 

the Wichita village when they were met by about sixty warriors who were 

soon reinforced by hundreds more. 63 The meeting was friendly and the 

dragoons were invited into the camp. On the way, the _regiment was halt-

ed. several times by distraug~t groups of Indians who begged Dodge not 

to attack. Despite their numerical superiority, the Wichitas appeared 

to be a peaceful people. 64 Dodge reassured them _of his friendly inten-

tions and continued through cornfields enclosed by fences of brush. The 

sight pf cultivated fields and meat drying on racks in the village great

ly improved the morale of the troops. In the village, populated by about 

2,000 Indians, Dodge realized that despite the Wichitas' peaceful ap-

pearance, the regiment's safety depended upon maintaining amicable rela

tions. Accordingly, he ordered that no food would be taken without the 

co~sent of its owner. The sharp traders who had swapped two-dollar 

knives for Comanche horses were now trading good cotton shirts "to 

squaws for two ears of corn." The dragoons literally tore the buttons 

6lEvans, "The Journal _ of Hugh Evans," 191. _ 

62Ibid., 192. Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 22,,says the 
Indian was 'tiiesquaw' s uncle. 

63 ~onymo~, "A Journal of Marches by the First United 
States Dragoons, 1834-1835," 354. 

64Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 22. 
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off their uniforms and took the clothes off their backs to purchase corn, 

melons, green pmnpkins, squash, plmns and horse and buffalo meat. The 

men ate their first substantial meal which, according to Evans, ''was 

verry thankfully received as we were on the brink of starvation. 1165 

The Wichita camp contained 400 thatched lodges, which looked 

like beehives thirty feet high and forty feet in diameter. The village 

was located between a 600-foot granite bluff and the north fork of the 
66 Red River. The well-built lodges and carefully tilled fields re-

vealed the difference between the Wichitas and the nomadic Comanches. 

Somewhat of a rarity among Plains , tribes, the Wichitas were relatively 

stable agriculturists. The red cotton skirts of many of the women in-

dicated they eI.>.gaged in a fairly regular trade with the Mexicans. Their 

division of labor was similar to the Comanche system; men were warriors 

and hunters, and women performed all menial tasks. 

The principal Wichita chief was on a visit to the Pawnee 

Mohaw country, but Dodge arranged a council for the next day between 

the leading men of the tribe .and himself and his starf. 67 A campsite 

was selected about "a mile below the village at the foot of a high rocky 
68 mountain in a small grove of locust trees." Still not convinced of 

-the Wichitas' trustworthiness, Dodge ordered the camp to stay alert. 

65Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," .19J. 
66wiieelock, "Peace on the Plains," 22. 
67The Pawnee Mohaw, better known today as the Pawnees, lived 

along the Platte River in Nebraska. Muriel H; W~ight, A Guide to the 
Indian Tribes of Oklahoma (Norman, 1951), 202-04. 

68Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," 192. 



CHAPTER IV 

MEETING WITH THE PLAINS TRIBES 

The first formal negotiations between the Plains Indians and 

the United States began on the morning of July 22, 1834, in a thatched 

Wichita lodge near the Red River, southwestern boundary of the United 

States and Mexico. The next day the arrival of the principal chiefs of 

the Comanches and Kiowas expanded the scope of the negotiations. Merely 

by meeting with these three tribes, Colonel Henry Dodge had accomplished 

a feat that both Sam Houston and Albert Pike considered impossible. How

ever, Dodge's orders called for him to attempt pacifying the Plains 

tribes and recovering several .Americans captured by them. Surrounded 

by hundreds of armed Indians, Dodge had to rely upon diplomacy. 

First, the .American Colonel told the Wichita council he had 

been sent by the Great American Captain who wished to establish peace 

among all people under his jurisdiction. He explained the President 

would like for them t9 visit him in Was_lrl,ngton and make a treaty which 

would insµre lasting peace. After such a treaty had been concluded, 

Dodge promised they would receive many presents and white traders would · 

be sent among them to provide blankets, rifles and other products. To 

prove his sincerity, Dodge stated that when he had passed through the 
Comanche village, he could have destroyed it, but instead he gave the 

people presents and treated them with kindness. Before concluding, 

65 
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he told his hosts he had learned they had captured a white soldier last 

summer and taken a white boy in the spring. Dodge demanded return of 

the boy and positive information concerning the man. He reminded the 

Wichitas he had obtained one of their women from the Osages at great ex

pense and trouble. She would be returned only after these demands were 
1 met. 

In the absence of their chief, the Wichita council was ·headed 
2 by We-ter-ra-shah-ro, a Waco chief, He denied any knowledge of the 

white boy and accused the Comanches of seizing the white soldier.3 Dodge 

remained adamant and restated his demand for the boy and definite infor-

mation concerning Abbay. The chief conferred with his council and in-

formed the Colonel that a tribe he called ~s. not the Comanches, had 

captured the ranger and killed him when they returned to camp. Dodge 

asked the location of the Oway camp, but before he could get an answer, 

a gunshot in the lodge created confusion, and the women and children 

fled. 4 Inside the lodge the Wichitas, suspecting treachery, prepared 

to de~end themselves. According to one account, only the "utmost calm-

ness and presence of mind" of Colonel Dodge and most of his officers 

prevented bloodshed. The Wichitas were finally calmed, but they had to 

1Thompson B. Wheelock, "Peace on the -Plains," .Edited by George 
H. Shirk, Chronicles of Oklahoma, XXVIII (Spring 1950), 23. 

2 . . .. 
Ibid., 33. The Waco, or Wacoah, was a small Caddoan tribe of 

the same linguistic group as the Wichitas. 

3George Catlin, Letters -~ Notes .2!! the Manner.s, Customs and 
Condition of the North American Indians(2 Vols.; 4th ed.; London, 1844'), 
II, 71_. - -

4Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 
were a product of the chief's imagination. 
been identified as living on the plains. 

24. Apparently the Oways 
No tribe by that name has 
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see the bloody hand of the Cherokee who had accidentally shot himself 

before they would resume the conference.5 Even then they continued to 

harbor doubts concerning the motives of the soldiers. This near-disaster 

underscored the insecurity of the dragoons' position and the absolute 

necessity of doing nothing to antagonize their hosts. 

Nevertheless, Dodge continued to press the chief concerning the 

return of the kidnapped boy. During the discussion, the dragoons found 

a Negro living among the Indians who said that a "boy had recently been 

brought into their village, and was now a prisoner amongst them. 06 A 

long period of strained silence followed, during which the Indians con-

sulted among themselves, and finally ordered the boy be brought in from 

the cornfield where he had been hidden. When he arrived, he told Dodge 

his name was Matthew Wright Martin. 7 

After the excitement over the boy's return subsided, Dodg.e asked 

the chief a series of direct questions. First, how did the Comanches 

get the American flag flying over their camp? The chief explained it 

had been sent to them by the Pawnees from the Platte. Concerning a 

query about Spanish trade, Dodge was informed that a Spanish trading 

party had recently left the village traveling west. To this he promised, 

"The Americans will give you better and cheaper goods than the Spanish. 

5 ~onymo~, "A Journal of . Marches by the First United States 
Dragoons, 1834-1835." Edited by Louis Pelze~, !2!!, Journal~ History 
!!'.!£ Polities, VII (July 1909), 356. _ 

6catlin, North American Indians, II, 71. 

7Ibid. Wheelock's journal makes no mention of the Negro's 
part in the recovery of the boy. 
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do."

8 
Pursuing the question of Ranger Abbay further, Dodge was told 

that "the Indians who live near St. Antoine, in Mexico, captured Abby, 

and that they ld.lled him on Red river."9 Dodge seemed .to accept this 

explanation and turned to the problem of Indian attacks on the Santa Fe 

traders. The chief accused a "roving tribe of very bad Indians called 

Wald.rias" of being the culprits.10 

Satisfied that the Wichitas did not have Abbay, _Dodge returned 

the young woman he had brought from Fort Gibson to her family and friends 

"who embraced her with the most extravagant expressions of joy and sat

isfaction. "11 Chadwick recorded, 

The heart of the venerable old chief was melted at this evidence of white ma.n's friendship, and he rose upon his feet, and taking Colonel Dodge in his arms, and placing his left cheek against the left cheek 
of the Colonel, held him for some minutei2without saying a word, whilst tears were flowing from his eyes. 

With friendship once again firmly established, Dodge expressed 

his pleasure over the exchange of prisoners and suggested the Wichitas 

and Osages exchange all their prisoners. To affect this exchange Dodge 

said, ''The .American President will have a treaty of peace made between 

you all; then you will meet and exchange prisoners; this will be done 
. 13 when the next grass grows." Despite the extensive preparations made 

for the expedition, neither Dodge nor Leavenworth had been empowered to 

treat with the Indians. In fact, at this time no one was authorized to 

negotiate formally with the Plains tribes. The commissions of Stokes 

8wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 25. 

lo.ill£. 

llCatlin, North American Indians, II, 72. 
13wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 26. 
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and his associates had expired on July l~, 1834, and new connnissioners 

had not been named. Dodge's only authority was to invite the tribes to 

a conference to be conducted at such time as Congress established a new 

commission, or to invite them to go to Washington to negotiate directly 

with the War Department. Therefore, Dodge asked, ''Will your chiefs go 

with me now to see the American President? ••• The President will be 

happy to see you, and will make you, as I told you before presents of 

handsome guns, coats, &c."14 After deliberating, the Wichitas replied, 

''We do not like to pass • • • through the thick timber country between 

us and the white man."15 Dodge assured them that a ''big road" was being 

built through the Cross Timbers and then let the matter drop until the 

Wichitas had time to discuss it at length among themselves. 

Before the meeting adjourned the Colonel asked how a Negro hap-

pened to be in a Wichita camp. The chief said they got him from the Com.l. 

anches and offered to give him to Dodge. As it turned out, the Negro 

was quite content with his existence among the Indians and preferred to 

remain with them where his only duty was to watch their herd. But Dodge 

insisted on "liberating" him, and he was accompanied out of the Indian 
16 ca.mp under guard to prevent escape. This concluded the first day's 

meeting. Although no chiefs of other tribes had come to participate in 

the discussions, the arrival of several Comanche warriors seemed to in-

dicate their chief planned to take part. 

The next morning negotiations resumed in Dodge's tent with 

14Tuid. 

16[!nonymoui} , "A Journal of Marches by the First United 
States Dragoons, 1834-1835," 358. 
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Wa-ter-ra-shah-ro and two of his principal warriors representing the 

Wi.chitas, and the leaders of the friendly Indian bands which accompanied 

the dragoons. Dodge opened discussions by asking if the Wichitas had 

reached a decision about visiting the President. After prolonged dis

cussion, one of the Indians agreed to return with the expedition. Still 

conscious of the necessity of winning the friendship of the Wichitas, 

Dodge arranged a ceremony to demonstrate his appreciation of an act of 

service performed by a m~mber of the tribe. ~ing the interrogation 

of the Martin boy, it was learned that after his capture most of the 

Indians wished to kill him, and that his life had been spared by the in-

tervention of one warrior who not only shielded him from the others, but 

also nursed him through an illness. Dodge expressed his appreciation to 

this brave for his kindness, and presented him with a rifle and had the 

Martin boy give him a pistol. After reiterating his promises of many 

presents for those who would visit the Great Captain, the Colonel asked 

the chiefs to accept some rifles and pistols. For the first time, the 

Wichitas acted without long deliberations; they accepted immediately. 17 

We-ter-ra-shah-ro opened a new area of discussion by saying that 

the Wichitas wished to establish peace with _the other tribes represented 

at the conference. He specifically named the Osages as a tribe against 

whom his people had long been at war and with whom they would like to 

make peace. The representatives of the Osages and the other tribes were 

invited to speak. The Cherokee said "the chief of the Cherokees bade me 

say to you. • •• his people wish to come to you without fear, and that 

you should visit them without fear •••• a long time ago it was so, 

l7Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 27. 
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there was no war between us. I am rejoiced, and my people will be 

rejoiced, when they hear that it may be so again. Look at me, you see 

I speak the truth, I have nothing more to say. 1118 Next, the leader of 

the Osages told the council that he had come in peace and that he hoped 

the Wichitas would trust Dodge, whom he regarded as a "true father." 

"The white men," he explained, "have made us happy; they will _make you 

happy. You should go with our father as he wished. 1119 An Osage youth 

spoke next and explained how the white men had helped his tribe. His 

father had been taught how to build houses, raise cattle and live like 

whites. The youth had been sent to missionary school where he learned 

to read and write. A Delaware representative concluded the speeches 

with a brief statement of his happiness over the prospects of peace 

between his people and the Plains Indians. 

Before the meeting ended, Dodge apologized to the Wichitas for 

the accidental firing of the pistol the day before and damage done to 

their crops by dragoon horses during the night. He assured them he did 

not want to disturb their property in any manner and that all damages 

would be paid for. The chiefs then adjourned to their own village to 

decide who should accompany the dragoons on their return trip. 

The same day the Comanche chief, Ta-we-que-nah, who had been 

away from his village when the dragoons visited, arrived at the regiment's 

camp. Formal talks were held in Dodge's tent, where the Colonel again 

explained the purpose of his mission. As evidence of his good faith, 

Dodge reminded the chief that he had treated the women and children of 

the Comanche camp with great friendliness. The discussion turned to 

19 . 
~-· 28. 
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enemies of the Comanches who lived south of the Red River. Dodge _said 

the United States could not conclude treaties with them, but promised 

that the President would protect the Comanches from the Osages and 

other hostile tribes that lived in .Americ~ territory. "The flag that 

you have," Dodge explained, "came to you from the great father at Wash

ington, ••• whenever you show it you will be known as friends. 1120 The 

chief agreed to visit the scattered Comanche bands and relay Dodge's 

message. 

The question of Ranger Abbay was raised again, and the chief 

said, "the Texas c;omanches took this white m~, and carried _him over the 
21 Red river and there killed him." This answer was in substantial agree-

ment with the story of the Wichitas and apparently convinced Dodge that 

Abbay had been murdered, for this was the last time he brought up the 

subject. 

DQdge invited ~e Comanches to visit with him in his own coun-

try. The chief replied that he woulg be afraid to come back through the 

Cross Timbers. When Dodge promised to escort them safely back, Ta-we-
22 que-nah agreed to send his brother. _ 

The chief had been in:f'ormed that Dodge held a Kiowa woman. He 

explained to Dodge that the Comanches and the Kiowas were allied and 

that he would like to buy the squaw and restore her to her people. As 

payment the chief offered to give -the Colonel a Spanish girl. Dodge ex

plained that he had brought the girl as a gesture of friendship and that 

he intended to return her himself. 23 Before the matter .could be dis

cussed further, twenty or thirty armed Kiowa warriors galloped into the 

20 Ibid., 29. 
22 -
~., 29-JO. 23 Ibid., JO. 
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dragoons' camp. Their manacing appearance sent the squaws and children, 

who were wandering around the camp, scurrying for safety. The sight of 

the Osage guides infuriated the Kiowas, who seemed on the brink of hos

tility. The dragoons, with rifles in hand, waited nervously. The Kiowas 

demanded the return of the girl who had been kidnapped by the Osages 

during the massacre at Cut Throat Gap. Dodge completely disarmed the 

Kiowas by agreeing to return the girl. They readily accepted an invi-

tation to a general council of Comanches, Wichitas, representatives of 

the :Eastern tribes and Dodge and his staff. 24 

Thanks to the Stokes Commission's suggestion to return Osage 

hostages to their own tribes, Dodge had succeeded in winning the friend-

ship of the Plains tribes. It is difficult to measure the part these 

restorations played in the success of the mission, but in the case of 

the Wichitas and the Kiowas, the return of the captives seemed to be the 

event that established rapport between the dragoons and the tribes. 

With the major Southwestern Plains tribes assembled, the last 

day of negotiations began in a wooded area about 200 yards from the dra-

goon camp. Two thousand armed Indians in a state of great excitement 

gathered at the meeting place. The Kiowas seemed particularly aroused. 

They "embraced Colonel Dodge, and shed tears of gratitude for the res
. 25 toration of their relative." The meeting was opened by the passing of 

pipes. Dodge greeted the chiefs of the Plains tribes and asked them to 
.... 26 

return with him to secure "mutual and lasting friendship." 

Displaying his usual good sense of timing, the Colonel formally 

restored the Kiowa girl to her people. He refused to accept the gifts 

26Ibid •• 31. 
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offered by the girl's father, explaining that she was returned "as an 

evidence of the good feeling of his people for them."27 Although the 

girl's return had pacified the Kiowas, the possession of their sacred 

taime by the Osages was an issue apt to lead to renewed hostilities. 28 

One of the Kiowa chiefs demaded the restoration of the sacred medicine 

doll.
29 

Dodge and the Osage representatives assured the Kiowas of their 

good intentions in this matter, and the meeting continued in harmony.30 

Dodge explained that the Great White Captain could bring peace 

to the tribes, send them traders with guns and blankets, and give them 

cattle to replace the dwindling buffalo herds. Joseph Chadwick was in-

troduced to the Indians as a young man ''who has come out with me to see 

you, and return next summer, and bring goods and trade with you."3l Once 

again the Indians were asked to consider the invitation to go with the 

dragoons, who were to depart the next day. Titche-totche-cha, the Kiowa 

chief, agreed immediately; he further promised that all white men who 

came to his country would be treated kindly.32 Since the other tribes 

had already agreed to send representatives with the dragoons, Dodge's 

mission was accomplished. The council adjourned. The Indians returned 

to their encampments to decide upon representatives and the dragoons 

prepared for the return march. 

27Ibid., 32. 
28 . 

See page 19. 

29Wilbur s. Nye, Carbine !!'.E, La.nee: !!!!!, Story of Old Fort 
fil11 (Norman~ 1937), 15. 

30 John J. Mathews, :!'.!!! Osages: Children of ~ Middle Waters 
(Norman, 1961), 563. 

31wJieelock, "Peace on the Plains," 31-32. 

32 Ibid., 32. 
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Although the three days of negotiations had been successful, 

the health of the dragoons had deteriorated. Chadwick reported that 

the men were "all in a state of dependence and almost literal starva

tion; and at the same time nearly one half the number too sick to have 

made a successful resistance if we were to have been attacked. ·"33 Whee

lock blamed their diet of green corn and dried horse and buffalo meat 

and the excessively hot and dry weather.34 

:Early on the morning of July 25, thec:qiefs of the three tribes 

visited the dragoon camp ~d were presented with guns and pistols. Fif

teen Kiowas, led by the chief Titche-totche-cha, waited to accompany the 

dragoons. The Comanches were represented by the Spanish half-breed, a 

squaw and two other warriors. By 3:00 P.M. the Wichitas finally desig-

nated We-ter-ra-shah-ro and two warriors to represent "them. The expe-

dition marched eastward and after _two hours bivouacked for the night. 

The next day's journey was uneventful except for the departure of the 

Indian guide who had led the way through the mountains to the Wichita 

village. He was replaced by one of the Wichitas who seemed more 

familiar with the country and selected a better route than the one taken 

on the march west.35 He led them through a broad valley and across the 

open plains north of the mountains. One of the men speculated that the 

first guide had led them through the mountains ''by a circutous rout 

probably for the purpose of giving the Comanch~es time to communicate 

33catlin, North American Indians, II, _72. 

34Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 32. 

35 ~es HildretJ!l, Dragoon Marches ~ the Rocky Mountains 
(New York, 1836), 178. 
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with the Pawnees before our arrival."36 

The Plains Indians who accompanied the expedition were allowed 

to move without restraint. The first day they rode at the head of the 

column with Dodge, but apparently soon tired of the _military regimenta

tion and began traveling at their own rate.37 At night they camped with 

the dragoons. After two days, the Comanche squaw and warriors left the 

regiment, giving sickness of the squaw as a reason. The Spanish half

breed remained with the expedition. 

On July 27, the command returr,ed to the sick camp near the 

Comanche village. There the situation had not improved; one man had 

died, and Catlin and several others were seriously ill. Those who were 

not sick were almost exhausted from standing sentry duty "every alter

nate hour for three days without ever being relieved."38 Supplies at 

the sick camp were almost gone and the men returning from the Wichita 

camp had eaten most of the provisions purchased there. The supply wagons 

and reinforcements had not arrived. W~th game scarce in the vicinity of 

the sick camp, Dodge decided to march by the most direct route to the 

Canadian River where the Indians said great buffalo herds were grazing.39 

He dispatched an express to Leavenworth with a report of his conference 

36 [A.nonymolii], ~'A Journal of Marches by the First United States 
Dragoons, 1834-1835," 358. 

37Hugh Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans, Covering the First 
and Second Dragoon Campaigns ;in -' 18:34 and :_l8Jj," fdited by Fred s . . Perrine 
and Grant Foreman Chronicles of Oklahoma, II!, (September 1925), 205. . _....,.. ___ ......... _ 
Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 34. 

38Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," 206. 

39catlin, North .American Indians, II, 72. 
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at the Wichita village and news of his plans to move to the Canadian. 40 

Little is known of the movements of Leavenworth and the troops 

under his command after the departure of Dodge. It is certain that he 

marched after Dodge with the baggage wagons and dragoon and infantry 

reinforcements. Apparently Lieutenant Colonel Stephen w. Kearny and a 

small detachment of the able-bodied men remained in the Camp Washita-

Camp Leavenworth area to care for the sick. Before Leavenworth reached 

the Cross Timbers, he was overtaken by a party of white men led by Tra-
~ -vis G. Wright, an uncle of the boy abducted by the Wichitas. They told 

Leavenworth of their plan to enter the India.?J. village, gain the confi-

dence of the tribe and then escape with the boy. The General informed 

Wright that Dodge was conducting a forced march to the Wichita village 

with orders to recover they boy and any ~terference might jeopardize 

his chances of success. He ordered Wright and his companions to remain 

with the supply column. 42 
By th~ time the column reached the Cross 

Timbers, Leavenworth was critically ill from a combination of the fever, 
... 

a fall from his horse and the hardships of the march. He died on 

July ' 21, the same day Dodge reached the Wichita village. Wright and a 

detail of soldiers were assigned to take the General's body back to 

Camp Washita, where it was temporarily buried. 43 

40Wb.eelock, "Peace on the Plains," .'.34. 

41Travis G. Wright moved _from Tennessee -to -what is now McCurtain 
County Oklahoma. in 1816 when he was ten years old. Wright eventually 
settled in Texas: just across from the mouth of the Kiamichi, where he 
lived until his death in 1875. Wright's account of the ~xpedition was _ 
written in 1874, almost forty years after the expedition. It i! published 
by James D Morrison, ed., "Travis G. Wright and the Lea.venwortli Expedi
tion in Okhloma," Chronicles .2! Oklahoma, XIV (Spring 1947), 7-14. 

42Ibid., ll-12. 43Ibid., 12. 
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They returned to the supply column, now commanded by Captain 

James Dean, who ordered the march to resume. Apparently the Cross 

Timbers blocked the advance of the heavy equipment and compelled Dean 

to send a patrol to seek a path through the barrier of thickets~ 

Wright, who accompanied the patrol, reported they suffered from a 

shortage c;>f water while they "pass~ out into and through the Cross 

Timbers." They were able to quenc~ their thirst by eating quantities 

of wild grapes which nearly made them "tipsy. 1144 One man was sent..back 

to inform the column of the terrain in and beyond the Cross Timbers, 

while the others proceeded to the base of the Wichita Mountains. There 

they intercepted the express sent by Dodge, who told them the dragoons 

were marching directly to the Canadian. The next morning they began 

their return to Camp Washita where they disinterred the body of Leaven-

worth~ Wright accompanied it to Natchitoches, from where it was shipped 
to Delhigh, New York.45 

Dodge and his command, unaware of the happenings in the supply 

column, broke sick camp on July 28 and marched to the northeast. Pro-

gress was slowed by forty-three sick soldiers, seven of whom were on lit-

ters. Catlin reported that most of the creeks were dry and that the 

primary sources of water were "stagnant pools which lay from month to 

month exposed to the rays of the sun, till their waters became so poi

sonous and heavy • • • that they are neither diminished by absorption, 

or taken irito the atmosphere by evaporation." Horses "sucking up the 

dirty and poisonous draught • • • in some instances • • • fell dead in 
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their tracks." Catlin and Chadwick found one pool inhabited by 

frogs who could walk on the surface of the water. Chadwick's elation 

over this biological curiosity was shattered when it was discovered 

the unique ability was caused by the thickness of the scum on the pool, 

not by mutation of the frogs' webbed feet. 47 

The heat, reported as "overpowering both to men and horses," 

ai'fected even the Indians, who were given shirts to prevent further sun-
48 

burn. Just when it seemed that all the forces of nature were con-

spiring against the regiment, their hunters killed several deer; the 

next day they rode through herds of buffalo, the first in nearly two 

weeks; and a long, heavy rain broke the heat. With meat, water and 

relief f.rom the heat, the morale of the soldiers soared. The Indians 

also seemed in good spirits, for each night they entertained the dragoons 

with "their wild unintelligible & unaccountable songs ••• creating a 

compound of the most unearthly discord. 1149 

On July 30, the reigment crossed the Washita River and continued 

through a rolling prairie broken by deep gullies. By August 1, the 

dragoons reached the Canadian and established a temporary camp about 

100 miles west of the point where they crossed that river the month be

fore. Camp was located about a mile from the north bank on a wide, level 

plain in the midst of several large herds of buffalo. One of these herds 

stampeded during the evening and thundered to within 200 yards of the 

46catlin, North American Indians, II, 77. 

47Ibid., 78-79. 4~eelock, "Peace on the Plains," 34. 

49~onymouil , "A Journal of Marches by the First United 
States Dragoons, 1834-1835," 359. 
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camp before veering off. The dragoon mounts became nervous but were 

calmed in time to prevent another stampede.50 

For the next few days, most of the able-bodied dragoons dis

persed in small groups to replenish the supply of buffalo meat. The 

men quickly killed enough animals to fulfill their needs, but the bun-

ters continued shooting just for sport until several hundred carcasses 

surrounded the camp. Catlin condemned the slaughter as cruel and wanton 

and complained of the damage to the camp caused by the hunters cha.sing 

their quarry through it.51 Seemingly, this hunting spree was condoned 

by Dodge, perhaps to allow his men to let off steam after the tension 

of the Indian conference. From a military standpoint its wisdom seems 

questionable. Scattered in small groups, the dragoons would have been 

unable to repel a surprise attack, and the killing of hundreds of buf

falo must have cut sharply into their limited ammunition supply. Appar-

ently, the August heat soon gave the area around the camp the smell, as 

well as the appearance, of a slaughtering grolll,ld for Wheelock reported 

52 that camp was moved a mile for reason of "police." 

In the camp every tent had been turned into a hospital. Catlin 

was sure the dragoons' drinking water caused both horses and men "to 

be suffering and dying with the same disease, a slow and distressing 

bilious fever, which seems to terminate in a most frightful and fatal 

affection of the liver."53 The dragoon horses also were showing signs 

50Wheelock, "Peace on the Plains," 35. 

51catlin, North American Indians, II, .76. 

52wheelock, "Peace onthe Plains," 35. 

53catlin, North American Indians, II, 77. 
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of the bad water, long marches and poor grazing • .54 Their condition 

caused Dodge to reconsider the original plan of marching directly to 

Fort Leavenworth, on the Missouri River. On August 5, Dodge's express 

returned to the regiment with news of the deaths of General Leavenworth, 

Lieutenant George W. McClure and about a dozen other men, and the serious 

illness of 150 others at the Washita. He apparently also reported that 

the commander of the supply column had decided to return to Fort Gibson 

by the original route rather than to cut a road through the Cross Tim

bers and meet Dodge at the Canadian.55 With this information, Dodge 

decided to return immediately to Fort Gibson where his regiment could 

reassemble and recuperate. He selected a route along the Canadian River 

to Camp Holmes where he could replenish his rations and obtain wagons 

for the sick. He dispatched another express to Kearny with news of these 
' ' 6 ; 

plans and orders to return to Fort Gibson with his command.5 

The regiment broke camp on August 9 and marched eastward along 

the Canadian River through the Cross Timbers. The closeness ·of this 

belt of trees and undergrowth seemed to alarm the Plains Indians. In 

many places the thickets were so dense that men with axes had to clear 
·I 

a path before the horses could pass. The regiment was further slowed 

by the .litters of sick. The difficult terrain and the heavy burdens 

began telling on the horses. Many collapsed and had to be abandoned, 

.54Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," 210. 

55rt is difficult to determine the exact movements of the 
supply column, but Wright's account of his part in the expedition in
dicates that only a patrol from the supply column penetrated the Cross 
Timbers. Morrison, ed., "Travis G. Wright and the Leavenworth Expe
dition in Oklahoma," 12. 

56wbeelock, "Peace on the Plains," 36. 
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but Dodge pushed the regiment forward rapidly and encamped near Camp 

Holmes in the evening of August 9. 

The next day rations for four days were drawn fr~m Lieutenant 

Theophilus Holmes at his camp on Little River. With their first issue 

of rations since they left Camp Leavenworth and prospe~ts of reaching 

civilization soon, the morale of the dragoons improved even more. Ser-

geant Evans reported that as each man prepared his rations his ''heart 

was lighted up with joy when he thought such a hazardious expedition 

was about to terminate."57 The dragoons spent one day resting their 

horses and servicing their equipnent for the final leg of the trip to 

Fort Gibson. Men too ill to ride were left with Holmes to be trans-

ported in wagons back to Fort Gibson. 

On August ll, _about 200 dragoons started up the road they had 

traveled in mid-June when their 500-man force was the pride of the 

American army. They no longer constituted an effective fighting force. 

Their horses were completely worn out; Wheelock said, "it would be dif

ficult to select ten horses in good order."58 To save the remaining 

mounts, which were collapsing at the rate of eight to ten a day, the 

dragoons were ordered to walk their horses an hour for every hour they 

rode.59 The remainder of the regiment was scattered over the country 

east of the Cross Timbers in sick camps. The express who returned 

from Colonel Kearny reported seventy of the seventy-eight men left at 

57Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," _211. 

58wbeeloek, "Peace on the Plains," 37. 

59Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans," 211-12. 
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Camp Washita were sick, and that over one-third of the men at Kearny's 

·11 60 camp were 1 • 

By August 14, the regiment reached Camp Rendezvous and two 

days later established camp near Fort Gibson. After a week Kearny and 

his command arrived from the Cross Timbers. 61 Small parties of the 

sick continued to straggle into Fort Gibson for several weeks, and by 

November the infantry units stationed at the camps along the newly 

constructed mill tary roads were withdrawn. With these withdrawals, 

the summer expedition of 1834 was concluded. 

Unfortunately, the return to Fort Gibson did not provide im-

mediate relief for the sick. Deaths continued at the rate of about four 

to five a day. From his room in the Fort Gibson hospital; Catlin heard 

the "mournful sound of 'Roslin Castle' with muf'fled .drums passing six 
. 62 or eight times a-day under my window, to the burying-ground." He 

estimated that as many as 150 had died since June and speculated the 

death rate must have been equally high in the infantry regiments. Among 

those who died at Fort Gibson were Count Beyrick, the German botanist, 

and his young assistant. They had been stricken with the fever after 

leaving Ca.nip Washita and were forced to turn back before '·reaching the 

Cross Timbers. 

Calculated in human lives the cost of the exped~tion was stag-

gering. Dodge wrote, "Perhaps their never has been in ~erica a cam

paign that operated More Severely on Man & Horses."63 Neither the 

60Wheelock, "Peace on th~Plains," 37. 

61Ibid., 37-38. 62catlin, North .American Indians, II, 80. 

63Dodge, October 1, t8J4, ietter t? Geor~e W. Jones, quoted 
in Pelzer, Marches of ~ Dragoons in ~ Mississippi Valley, 47 • 
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hardship of the march nor the ''malarial fevers" which early physicians 

attributed to the unhealthy climate of the river lowlands can account 

for the high death rate. The fever which swept the Indian territory 

in 1834 was not the ordinary variety that plagued Fort Gibson each 

spring and summer. This was a full-blown epidemic. Missionaries to 

both the Cherokees and Choctaws reported severe sickness which caused 

the death of one in seven of the newly arriving Indians and which 

afflicted "nearly all the members of the mission family. n64 

The return to Fort Gibson provided li~tle rest for Dodge and 

the regiment. Preparations were made for marching the dragoons to 

winter quarters at scattered points along the frontier and for a general 

conference with the friendly tribes and representatives of the Plains 

Indians. This conference and the treaty council of 1835 were the 

culmination of the efforts of the United States government to make 

contact with the tribes of the Southwestern Great Plains. 

64The· Missiona.ry Herald (Boston), XXXI (January 1835), 23-25. 



CHAPTm V 

TREATY OF CAMP HOIMES 

In its summer campaign the _First Dragoon Regiment overcame 

inexperience and epidemic to ~ccomplish all of the major objectives 
. ' 

assigned it by the War Department. President, Jackson, in .his sixth 

annual message told the Congress, 

I am happy to inform you that the object ~acification of the fron
tier]] has been effected wi~hout the commission of any act of hos
tility. Colonel Dodge _and the troops under his connnand have acted 
with equal firmness and humanity, and an arrangement has been made 
with those Indians which it is hoped will assure their permanent 
pacific relations with !he United States and the other tribes of 
Indians on that border. 

The success of the dragoons did not resolve the Indian problems on the 

southern plains; it was merely the first step in that direction. In 

promising a general conf erenee ''when the next grass grows" and in per-

suading representatives of the Plains tribes to return to Fort Gibson 

with him, Colonel Henry Dodge ~aid the foundation for peaceful settle

ment of the problems between the wild Indians, the innnigrant tribes and 

the white settlers and traders on the Southwestern frontier. 

The Arkansas Gazette reported that the Indians who returned 

with the dragoons were unwilling to continue to Washington, but they 

1James D. Richardson, - ed., A Compilation of the Messa~es and 
Papers 2f. the Presidents, 1789-1897 Z10 Vols.; Washington, 189 ), III, 
ll3. 
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agreed to participate in a conference at Fort Gibson. Dodge sent run-

ners to the chiefs of all the nearby bands inviting them to meet with 
2 

the Plains Indians. By September 1, representatives of seven or eight 

friendly tribes had arrived and the ~onfer~nce started. Major Francis 

W. Armstrong, Superintendent ot Indian Affairs for the Western Terri

tory, presided at the meeting. 3 Governor Montfort Stokes, who had no 

official capacity since the expiration of his commission in 16J4, and 

Dodge also represented the United States. In the negotiations the 

American representatives were hampered by their lack of authority to 

conclude a treaty. Armstrong expl:ained it would be necessary to con-

duct another council "when the grass next grows after the snows," and 

made the usual promise of more and better presents at that time. 4 

Even if Armstrong and his associates had been free to nego-

tiate a treaty, it is doubtful the Plains tribes would have honored any 

agreement signed by their repr~sentatives. Ex:cept for the Kiowas, the 

Indians at Fort Gib~on were ordinary warriors, not chiefs. Furthermore, 

to have even the limited effect derived fr~ treaties with the wild 

tribes, the agreement had to be signed by the leaders of the more 

2Arkansas Gazette, 25 November, 18J4, p.J. 

JFrancis w. Armstrong was a native of Virginia who served in 
the War of 1812. He resigned from the ariny in 1817, and later became 
an ardent supporter of Jackson. He was rewarded for this support by an 
appointment as spec~al agent and superintendent for the removal and 
subsistence of the Choctaws from th~ir Eastern home to Indian Territory. 
Later he was appointed -Choctaw agent w~st of the .Mississippi. In 1833_ 
Arm.strong moved his family into Indian Territory. The next year he was 
appointed Acting Superintendent _of Indian Affairs in the Western Terri
tory. Carolyn Thomas FoJ-eman, "The Arm.strongs -of Indian Territory," 
Chronicles of Oklahoma, XXX (Autumn 1952), 293-308. 

4Grant Foreman, Pioneer Days ~ !h!, Early Southwest (Cleve
land, 1926), 1.54. 
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powerful tribal bands. Indian tribes were loose-knit confederacies 

that seldom adhered to centralized leadership. Most bands refused to 

be committed to treaty obligations signed by the chiefs of other bands. 

The .American commissioners probably realized any treaty signed under 

these circmnstances would be almost worthless. They concentrated in

stead on trying to impress the representatives of the wild tribes with 

the power and wealth of the United States in the hope they would return 

to their people and advise coming to terms with the government. In 

this aim, the .American negotiations achieved success despite the ''mys-

tical" interference of Stokes. While at Fort Gibson, several of the 

Plains Indians were stricken with the fever. They felt quite sure 

Stokes, who peered at them through strange glass lense& perched on his 

nose, had cast an evil eye at them and was responsible for their illness. 

The conference ended on the third day and the Plains tribes, 

escorted by a patrol of dragoons, departed for their home beyond the 

Cross Timbers. About a week later Black Dog, the Osage chief whose band 

the dragoons passed on the way to the Wichita Village, threatened to 

attack the returning Plains Indians and to disrupt the good relations 
6 

established by the dragoon expedition and the Fort Gibson conference. 

Dodge immediately ordered an eighty-man patrol to march after the re

turning Indians to insure they reached their home safely. A party of 

traders accompanied this patrol to establish the first permanent Amer

ican trading posts among the tribes of the southern plains.
7 

5Arkansas Gazette, 25 November, 1834, p.3. 

6Foreman, Pioneer Days !!:!_ ~ F.a.r1y Southwest, 155. 

?Arkansas Gazette, 25 November, 1834, p.3. 
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At the same time the conference was being held at Fort Gibson, 

an officer had been dispatched to take Matthew Wright Martin home to 

his mother, who lived in southwestern Arkansas. The reunion between 

the boy and his mother brought this aspect of the expedition to a 

happy conclusion. 8 

After the departure of the Plains Indians, Dodge and Arm

strong dispatched a letter to the Committee on Indian Affairs in which 

they expressed confidence that "this meeting will have a most happy 

effect upon the wild tribes residing on the head waters of our water 

courses."9 In Washington, word of the expedition's success and the 

Fort Gibson meeting produced definite optimism among the members of the 

Indian Bureau for an early end to the problems in Indian -Territory. 

Commissioner of ~dian Affairs Elb~rt Herring reported to Secretary of 

War Lewis Cass that "At the general council • • • impressive speeches 

were delivered ••• which I feel ••• will be productive of substan

tial good."lO Cass demonstrated his satisfaction at the progress in 

settling the Indian problem by appointing Stokes, Armstrong and General 

Matthew Arbuckle as commissioners to _ hold a council '~i th as many of 

the civilized and uncivilized Indians west of the Arkansas as can be 

convened."ll Arbuckle had resumed command of Fort Gibson after the 

8Hugh Evans, "The Journal of Hugh Evans, Covering _ ~he First . 
and Second Campaigns of the United States Dragoon Regiment in 1834 and 
1835," F.dited by Fred s. Perrine and Grant Foreman, Chronicles of Okla
h2!!!!,, III (September 1925), 214-15. 

9Dodge and Armstrong, September 7, 1834, letter to the Commit
tee on Indian Affairs, quoted in Foreman, "The Armstrongs of Indian 
Territory," 303. 

10commissioner of Indian Affairs, Annual Report, 1834. 

11Arkansas Gazette, 19 May, 1835, p.3. 
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death of General Leavenworth. 

After the Indian conference at Fort Gibson, Dodge completed 

plans for the dispersal of the regiment along the frontier. He estab

lished his headquarters at Fort ~avenworth on the Missouri River. 

Lieutenant Colonel Stephen W. Kearny marched with three companies for 

Iowa; two companies were garrisoned along the Missouri frontier; and 

three companies under Major Richard B. Mason remained at Fort Gibson 

with about eighty dragoons who were still too ill to trave1. 12 

During the early spring, several events occurred which empha

sized the necessity of holding a general Indian council as soon as 

possible. Several traders, who had en~ered the Pl~ins Indian country 

in September, 1834, returned to Fort Gibson the following March with 

news that the Plains tribes were becoming restless and asking when the 

conference would be held. The traders reported the Indians insisted 

the conf~rence be conducted west of the Cross Timbers on the Red River 

in the vicinity of the trading post of Holland Coffee. 13 

Prompted by the demand of the Indians and with authorization 

from Washington, Arbuckle began to make plans for a meeting. On May 5, 

1835, the day after he received notification of his appointment to 

represent the United States at a conference with the Indians, Arbuckle 

12aichard B. Mason, a native of Virginia and grandson of 
George Mason, member of the Continental Congress and Constitutional 
Convention was a career officer who spent much time on the South
western fr~ntier He later rose to the rank of brigadier general during 
the Mexican War.· Carolyn Thomas Foreman, "General Richard Barnes Ma.son," 
Chronicles of Oklahoma, XIX (March 1941), 14-36. 

13Grant Foreman, ed., "The Journal of the Proceedings at Our 

First Treaty with the Wild Indians, 1835," Chronicles of Oklahoma, XIV 
(December 1936), 394. 
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called the first meeting of the commissioners. Stokes attended and a 

letter was sent to Annstrong, the other commissioner, informing him of 

his appointment and asking him to come to Fort Gibson. 14 Arbuckle sum

moned Colonel A.P. Chouteau, officially to act as an Osage interpreter, 

but unofficially to serve as his advisor. Chouteau was requested to 

bring with him several Plains Indians held captive by the Osages to 

serve as interpreters for the council. 15 

On May 11, 1835, Arbuckle and Stokes met with _another delega

tion of Plains Indians, two Wichitas and a Waco, who asked for infor-

mation concerning the conference. Their meetings continued and on May 

14, Arbuckle announced he would dispatch Major Mason with seventy-three 

dragoons to establish a camp on the headwaters of Little River on the 

west side- of the Cros-s Timbe-rs. Arbuckle sent Chouteau, the inter-

preters and the Wichita and Waco warriors with Mason to h19lp arrange 

16 the meeting. Mason's instructions were to try to persuade the Plains 

tribes to return to Fort Gibson for the conference. Failing in this, he 

was to construct a camp suitable for conducting the negotiations. 17 

Mason's column left Fort Gibson on May 18, 1835.18 Within 

14Ibid., 398. Armstrong, _who resided at ~he Choctaw Agency, "' 
fifteen miles west of Fort Smith, was in poor health at the time of his 
appointment as Indian commissioner. He did not reach Fort Gibson until 
May 13, and participated in the planning of the conference for only a · 
few days before returning. 

16 . . 15~ •• 339. Ibid., 399-400. 

17Arbuckle, Fort Gibson, May 18, 1835, letter to Major General 
Alexander McComb, Photocopy of Fort Gibson Letterbook.,_ November 1834 to 
May 1836. Oklahoma Historical Society, Oklahoma. City. 

l 8Ibid. 
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three weeks he reported he had "established his camp on a small branch 

of the Canadian, which empties into that River on the north side, and 

on the Western border of the Cross Timbers, and about 150 miles from 

lli _::i 19 this post L.fort Gibs~." He named t}le location Camp Holmes. 20 

Arbuckle ordered Lieutenant Augustine F. Seaton and thirty men from the 

Seventh Infantry to open a wagon route to Mason's positio~. and to sup

ply the dragoons there with enough rations to last until mid-September. 21 

Among the members of Seaton's column was Assistant Surgeon Leonard 

McPhail, a physician recently assigned to the dragoons. He maintained 

a diary during the expedition to ~d from Camp Holmes which adds color 

to the rather impersonal official journal account. His description of 

the hardships of frontier travel are similar to those reported by the 

drago()ns t~epreviou~ summer. _Just a _few days after leaving Fort Gib-

$on _he . wrQte, .. "a soldier is t~ke11 sick and a _plague of flies descends 

~Pon us, tormenting horses _and men~ The heat is terrific and not a 

breath of air stirs. One of the oxen rolls over and dies. 1122 Several 

days later the heat was broken by unseasonable rains which delayed Sea-

ton's column • . However, after a month the soldiers completed the wagon 

l9Arbuckle, Fort Gibson, June lq, 1835, letter to Roger Jones, · 
the Adjutant General, Photocopy of Fort Gibson Letterbook, November 1834 
to May 1836. Oklahoma Historical Society, Oklahoma City. Camp Mason 
was located about seven miles south of Noble, Oklahoma, along Chouteau 

I 

Creek in Cleveland County. 

20This is the second Camp Holmes build along the Canadian. 
The year before Lieutenant Theophilus H. Holmes had constructed a 
camp also named Holmes at the mouth of Little River. 

21Ibid. 

2~arold w. Jones, ed., "The Diary of Assistant Surgeon Leonard 
McPhail on his Journey to the Southwest in 1835," Chronicles of Oklahoma, 
XVIII (September 1940), 383. 
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road to Camp Holmes. 

Just when it seemed that Arbuckle's pl.8.ns were working smooth

ly and it would be possible to conclude the treaty, he was reminded that 

not all of the tribes favored an end of the strife along the frontier. 

Clermont, chief of the Osages who had attacked the Kiowa village at Cut 

Throat Gap, and several of his warriors ~ad promised to attend the meet

ing. But when Arbuckle presented them with a small quantity of tobacco 

rather than blankets, rifles, powder and lead, 

Several of the Warriors expressed a perfect indifference as to the 
success of the Treaty; alledging that the plunder of Comanche horses, 
and unrestrained hunting of Game on the Prairie, was more profitable 
to them than anything they received from the Government of ~~ Uni
ted States for acceeding to, or aiding in a treaty of Peace. 

Bribery in the form of presents to the Indians seemed to be 

a prerequisite to successful negotiation. In trying to satisfy all the 

tribes, Arbuckle was faced with a problem that became chronic in Indian 

affairs--insuffieient funds. He spent over $6,000 on presents to be 

given the Indians at the meeting, but the demands of the Indians for 

gifts far exceeded the funds allocated for that purpose. Both civilized 

and wild Indians asked for presents almost every time .they met Indi~ 

commissioners. Clermont demanded them before he would agree to attend 

the meeting. Black Dog begged for lead and powder because his people 

were "suffering for want of provisions" and the Comanches refused to 

wait until after the conference for presents; they wanted them imme

diately and later, too. Arbuckle's long service on the frontier had 

given him an insight into the Indian character. He gave in just 

23G. Foreman, ed., "The Journal of the Proe~edings at Our 
First Treaty with the Wild Indians," 402. 
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enough to the Indians' demands for immediate gifts to whet their appe-

tites while holding out promises of future reward. 

F.arly in July Arbuckle received more disquieting news. Mason 

reported that he feared he was in imminent danger of attack from the 

Comanches who had camped near his position. 24 'Arbuckle immediately sent 

Captain Francis Lee with F and H Companies of the Seventh Infantry to 

reinforce the dragoons at Camp Holmes. 25 The arrival of Seaton's col-

umn on July 11 pacified the Comanche chief who McPhail reported had 

"made great exertions to induce the oth~r bands to jo~n him and wipe 

out Major Mason's men. 1126 A few days later Lee's command reached Camp 

Holmes; several rounds fired from the cannon he had brought further 

reduced the danger of an Indian uprising. 27 

The Indian unrest seemed to stem from the fact that many bands 

had flocked to the Camp Holmes _area at the request of Major Mason orily 
9 '.~ 

to find that there were no definite arrangements for a conference. -,'.A 

rumor that the meeting would not be held until September created dis

content among the tribes. 28 'The ~osag•si:.=:~pparen~~~til'l,;-iUnha.ppy ab~t 

24 -
Arbuckle, Fort Gibson, July 6, 1835, letter to Armstrong, 

Photocopy of Fort Gibson Letterbook, November 1834 to May 1836. Okla
homa Historical Society, Oklahoma City. 

25washington Seawell (~buckle's aide-de-camp), Fort Gibson, 
July 7, 1835~ letter to Mason, Photocopy of Fort Gibson Letterbook,_ 
November 1834 to May 1836._ Okl.alloma Historical Society, Oklahoma City. 

26Jones, ed., "The Diary of Assistant Surgeon Leonard MePhail 
on his J9urney to the Southwest in 1835," 285. 

27Ibid. 

28This rumor was probably started by the Osages who were cer
tainly aware that Arbuckle and Stokes favored that date as one that 
would be convenient for the civilized tribes. 
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the quality of the presents given them by Arbuckle, seemed intent on 

exploiting this discontent and wrecking the conference. They told the 

Plains tribes the Great Father was not coming at all and that Mason 

and his officers ''were no chiefs but as the dead grass of the prairie-

good for nothing. 1129 Mason's reassurances and the reinforcements pre

vented hostilities. After remaining for over a month, many of the bands 

began drifting away ~n late Jul¥ as the buffalo grew scarce in that area. 

Mason persuaded a few representatives of most of the bands to remain by 

promising the meeting would be held soon. With the situation improved, 

Mason wrote Arbuckle that "the Western Tribes will, with good intention, 

attend a general meeting of the Red people on this frontier."30 But he 

advised the tribes were growing restless and it would be best to hold 

the conference at his camp as soon as possible. Arbuckle hoped to delay 

this meeting until September wh~n the weather would be cooler and more 

of the civilized Indians would be able to attend. However, in view of 

Mason's warning that many of the Plains Indians were threatening to 

31 leave, Arbuckle scheduled the meeting for August 20 at Camp Holmes. 

As Stokes and Arbuckle were making final arrangements for the 

council, they received a letter from Armstrong accompanied by his phy

sician's certification that he was too ill to attend the meeting.32 A 

29Ibid. 

30Seawell, Fort Gibson, July 11, 1B35, letter to Captain Lee, 
Photocopy of Fort Gibson Letterbook, November 1834 to May 1836. Okla
homa Historical Society, Oklahoma City. 

3libid. 

32G. Foreman, ed., "The Journal .of the Proceedings at Our 
First Treaty with the Wild Indians," 405. 
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few days later Armstrong died at his home at the Choctaw Agency. 

By August 6 the two remaining commissioners had concluded 

arrangements for the meeting; presents had been purchased and shipped, 

the local Indians had been notified and Ca.mp Holmes had been adequately 

provisioned and reinforced. Stokes and Arbuckle crossed the Arkansas 

River and began their journey to the meeting place accompanied by Com

panies A and D of the Seventh Infantry under the command of Major George 

Birch. 33 As he left, Arbuckle dispatched an express to Ma.son with la.st-

minute instructions to construct a brush arbor and log benches near the 

camp for the conferees.34 Creeks, Osages, Senecas, Qua.paws, Cherokees, 

Dela.wares and Choctaws left the Fort Gibson area for Camp Holmes a.bout 

the same time the commissioners departed.35 

When Stokes and Arbuckle arrived at Camp Holmes on August 19, 

they learned the Kiowas had already departed. They were told "they were 

here and staid for a long time, but their children were starving, and 

they have gone, and will not return."36 The Arkansas Gazette had an

other explanation for the Kiowas' departure. It reported, "The Ki-a-ways 

left the council grounds • • • supposed through fear; as it is thought 

that Claremore, the lead Chief of the Os~ges, _endeavored, through false 

misinterpretations, to make the wild Indians believe that it was the 

33Arkansas Gazette, 25 August, 1835, p.3. 

34Arbuckle, Fort Gibson, August 6, 1835, letter -to MB.son, 
Photocopy of Fort Gibson Letterbook, November 1834 to M.a.y 1836. Okla
homa. Historical Society, Oklahoma City. 

35Arkansas Gazette, 25 August 1835, p.3. 

36G Foreman ed. "The Journal of -the Proceedings at Our 
• t t 8 II 406 First Treaty with the Wild Indians, 1 35, • 
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intention of the whites to kill them!'37 The other Plains Indians 

assured the commissioners that the "Kioway's will also agree to any 

Treaty we may make."38 

Camp Holmes was situated in "a beautiful and healthy place, 

on the immediate border of timber to the ea.st, with a level prairie of 

10 miles in width to the west, circled round with sparse woods, and 

having there a fine running stream and a number of springs."39 Major 

Mason had probably seen the area the year before as a member of the 

Dodge expedition which established a tempor~ry camp a few miles to the 

north. 

On August 22, the first formal meeting was held between the 

commissioners, the Civilized Indians and the Comanches, Wichita.s and 

40 their associated bands. Stokes opened the meeting with a speech in 

which he reassured the Indians of the government's good intentions and 

vowed the "great Father the President of the United States ••• prom

ised to cherish and protect them in all their just _rights."41 Next, 

Arbuckle told the gathering "Peace is all your great Father asks of 

you. • • • We have prepared a Treaty which we believe will best secure 

37Arkansa.s Gazette, 29 September, 1835, p.3. 

38G. Foreman, ed., "The Journal of the Proceedings at Our 
First Treaty with the Wild Indians, 1835," 407. 

39Arkansas Gazette, 25 August 1835, p.3. 

40McPhail's diary indicates the first formal session was on 
August 20 and that the rain prevented further m~eting until August 24. 
The treaty was signed on August 24 and 25. Jones, ed., "The Diary. of 
Assistant Surgeon Leona.rd McPhail on his Journey to the Southwest in 
1835," 288-89. 

41G ' Foreman ed., "The Journal of the Proceedings at Our 
First Treaty

0

with the.Wild Indians, 1835," 407. 
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peace between your nations and the United States, and between your 

people and the red Nations now present. 1142 The proposed treaty was 

then translated and explained to the Plains Indians. Arbuckle asked 

the Indians to consider the treaty carefully and make changes if they 

objected to any of its provisions. 

The treaty contained ten articles including pledges of perpe

tual peace and friendship among the United States and all tribes repre

sented at the meeting, and friendly treatment of all members of tribes 

not party to the treaty. Americans engaged in trade with Mexico were 

to be allowed to pass through the plains unmolested; the civilized 

tribes were promised free access to and hunting beyond the Cross Tim-

bers; article five required the Plains tribes to respect the property 

of American traders to be sent among them; all signatories were to at-

tempt to settle disputes peacefully; and the Plains Indians were to 

continue their friendly relations with the Mexican government. 43 The 

r.epresentatives considered the treaty the rest of the day. Rain pre-

vented a meeting on August 22, but on the 23rd the council was resumed. 

Several of the civilized tribes proposed a minor addition to one of the 

articles, which was accepted by the other representatives and the commis-

sioners. The Wichitas expressed concern over the article by which they 

pledged not to let the signing of the treaty "interrupt their friendly 

relations with the Republic of Mexico." They explained the Mexicans 

had attacked several of their villages and murdered a number of their 

people. The commissioners explained that to wage war on the Mexicans 

under these circumstances would not be a violation of the treaty. The 

42 Ibid., 408. 
43Ibid., 409-11. 
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Wichitas also requested no tribes settle in the area just west of the 

Cross Timbers because the game would be driven from their hunting 
44 

ground. Otherwise, the Wichita representatives were happy with the 

treaty, particularly with article eight which promised pr-esents for 

the Plains tribes. In fact, their first chief devoted his entire 

speech to reflections on his new-found wealth. He said he intended to 

move his village so he could be closer to his :neW neighbors_. However, 

in view of his preoccupation with presents, it is probable his real 

motive· was to be closer to the source of the Great Father's gifts. The 

Comanche chief told the council his people ''wished nothing but peace, 

and friendship." 

On August 24 the commissioners obtained the "signatures of the 

chiefs and representatives of the Comanche, Witchetaw, Cherokee, Mus

cogee, Choctaw, Osage, Seneca, and Quapaw Nations or Tribes. 1145 During 

the meeting representatives of the civilized tribes were invited to ad-

dress the council. Most praised the wisdom of the Great Father and ex-

pressed their happiness that peace at last had been established. 

The next day, the commissioners distributed presents to the 

Wichitas and Comanches and attended to other final details. On the 

afternoon of August 27 they began their return trip to Fort Gibson ac

companied by the infantry. Two days later Major Mason and the dragoons 

broke camp and followed. By September 12, the last unit reached Fort 

Gibson . .. 

McPhail's diary discusses the diseases suffered by the soldiers 

on-~ .:tl;ut ~on. Their maladies were similar to those that plagued 

44 
~ •• 411-12. 45~ •• 41J. 
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the dragoons the year before. The most common were dysentery; and 

malarial fever. McPhail blamed a change in the weather for an in-

creased number of "intermittent fever" cases in early August and re

ported "the winds prevailing blow over a large bottom and marsh a lit

tle ways from camp wafting the 'mal-aria' over us. 046 The remedies he 

discussed were little superior to the herbs employed by the Indians, 

but compared to the 1834 expedition, the troops at Camp Holmes in 1835 

enjoyed good health. McPhail believed the previous year's high death 

rate was due to the drastic medication used in treating dysentery and 

the "frightful doses" of calomel, a mercurial purgative, which he b~

lieved caused gangrene of the jaws and face. 47 Despite McPhail's claim 

that better medical practices kept the death rate low at Camp Holmes, 

most of the credit probably belongs to chance. The epidemic that swept 

the prairies in 1834 had run its course by the time Mason and his men 

left Fort Gibson in the summer of 1835. 

Colonel A.P Chouteau recognized the possibilities of the site 

of Camp Holmes as a trading post and, soon after the treaty was signed, 

he constructed a small stockade just down the creek from Mason's posi

tion. The trading post became the center of active commerce between the 

whites and Indians. While at his western trading post in 1837, the 

Kiowas approached Chouteau concerning a treaty with the United States 

and the civilized Indians. He led twenty-four Kiowa chiefs and warriors 

and representatives of several other minor tribes to Fort Gibson where 

46Jones, ed., "The Diary of Assistant Surgeon Leonard McPhail 
on his Journey to the Southwest in 1835," 287. 

47Ibid., 290. 
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they concluded. a treaty in 1837.48 

The signing of this treaty marked the end of the first phase 

of American settlement of the southern Great Plains. The United states 

had formally made contact with the Plains Indians and secured their 

promises to live at peace with the white man and the civilized Indians. 

Despite the optimism of the commissioners and Indian repre

sentatives for lasting peace, sporatic hostilities continued for over 

half a century following the Treaty of Camp Holmes. Matthew Wright 

Martin's uncle, Travis Wright, claimed the treaty was "not worth the 

paper it was scribbled on."49 Ray Allen Billington, noted Western 

historian wrote, "the ink was scarcely dry on the four pages of marks 

made by chiefs on the Treaty of Camp Holmes before the Plains Indians 

grumbled. that they had not understood its meaning, that the presents 

given them were inferior, and that their hunting grounds must remain 

their own."50 The hundreds of treaty violations committed by the Plains 

Indians are convincing proof that the expedition of the dr~goons and 

efforts of the peace commissioners failed to produce lasting peace. 

Yet, the treaty should not be dismissed as unimportant or 

valueless because it was often violated. The Treaty of Camp Holmes 

laid the legal base for removal of the Ea.stern Indians to Indtan Terri

tory. If the warlike nature of the Plains Indians _is taken into 

. . - " 48H~~ard-. ·~-~ vari -: ~~dt, "The History of Camp Ho:i:ales and Chou
teau' s . Trading Post," Chronicles of Oklahoma, XIII (September 1935), 
319-20. 

49James D Morrison "Travis G. Wright and the Leavenworth . 
Expedition in Oklahoma," Chr~nicles . of Oklahoma, XXV (Spring 1947), 12. 

50Ray Allen Billington, w~stward · Ex:~sion: ! History of ~ 
American Frontier (2nd :Ed.; New York cl960),~4. 
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consideration it is valid to conclude that the treaty ~'held fairly well 

among the Indians till the Civil War."5l In fact, Grant Foreman, an 

authority on the history of Oklahoma, believed "that it was the most 

important treaty ~a~ with the wild Indians in Oklahoma." He ex

plained !'it was essential to the realization of the plans of the govern

ment for the location of the eastern Indians west of the Mississippi 

and necessary to the peace and security of the west. 1152 

Whether the treaty is considered as a success or failure, it 

is one of the landmarks in the history of the Southwest. A landmark 

made possible by the determination and courage of the First Dragoon 

Regiment during their summer campaign in 1834. 

51william Brown Morrison, Mili!f=rl Posts ~ Camps ~ ~-
~ (Oklahoma City, 1936), 79. . 

52nai1y Oklahoman, 25 August, 1935, p.16-C. 
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